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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Introduction 

During the early morning hours of June 22,1995, large ground movements and seepage occurred 

as an 80-ft section of subway tunnel was being realigned along the south side of Hollywood Boulevard. 

At about 6:10 a.m., a portion of the tunnel collapsed, and a 15-ft deep sinkhole developed above the 

remined area between Barendo Avenue and Edgemont Street. Water from a broken 10-in. main 

accumulated in the sinkhole. At approximately 11:35 a.m., water and earth flushed eastward through 

the tunnel to the Barnsdall construction shaft. 

At the request of the Los Angeles Country Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LACMT A), 

Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. (wTE) investigated the cause of the tunnel collapse and sinkhole. 

Background 

Contract Unit B251 includes construction of the Metro Red Line twin tunnels below Vermont 

A venue and Hollywood Boulevard. The north and south tunnels along Hollywood Boulevard are 

referred to as HAR and HAL, respectively. Similarly, the east Vermont tunnel is called V AR and the 

west Vermont tunnel is called VAL. 

The tunnels were designed by Engineering Management Consultants (EMC), an association of 

engineering companies including Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade & Douglas, Inc. and Daniel, Mann 

Johnson & Mendenhall. Contract B251 was awarded to the joint venture firm of Shea-Kiewit-Kenny 

(SKK). The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority oversees the construction. The 

joint venture firm of Parsons-Dillingham (P-D) is responsible for construction management. 

As required by the contract specifications, the initial tunnel support consists of precast concrete 

segments. The inside diameter of the tunnel liner is 20 ft 5 in. After the initial support was completed, 

as-built surveys indicated that two sections of the liner were horizontally misaligned: an 80 ft section 

of the HAL tunnel between Barendo Avenue and Edgemont Street, and a 164 ft section of the VAL tunnel 

between Fountain and De Longpre Avenues. Remining operations were considered necessary to maintain 

the design track alignment. 

The remining procedure used to correct the misalignment in the two locations consisted of a 

heading and bench operation. The heading operation included removing the upper quadrant (12:00 

o'clock to 3:00 o'clock portion) of the segmental concrete liner, excavating the exposed earth to 

accommodate the realignment, installing the upper steel sets, and placing lagging between the steel sets 

and the exposed earth. The steel sets were temporarily supported by foot blocks resting on the 

unexcavated bench. A concrete wall beam was placed at the bottom of the steel sets after several steel 

sets had been placed. 

After completion of the heading along the entire length of a remined area, the benching operation 

began. It consisted of remoying the lower quadrant of the segmental concrete liner, excavating the 

exposed earth, installing the lower steel sets, and setting the lagging. Concrete was placed against the 



lagging around the steel sets to reestablish the support afforded by the concrete liner. 

One hundred and sixty-four ft of the VAL segment were successfully remined and resupported 

during September 1994. Remining the HAL tunnel began on June 15, 1995. On June 22, as the heading 

was nearing completion, seepage was observed in the tunnel and the foot blocks for the upper steel sets 

settled 12 to 18 in. As described above, the tunnel subsequently collapsed and the sinkhole developed. 

Subsurface Conditions 

The conditions at the two remined areas were similar in that the material excavated was primarily 

siltstone and claystone of the Puente formation. The original tunneling through the two areas proceeded 

smoothly with no observations of water in the face. However, the Puente formation at the HAL site was 

more bedded and jointed than that at the VAL site, and included bedding planes that dipped 65 to 70 

degrees as compared to the 10 degree dip at the VAL site. After tunneling had loosened the joints, the 

increased permeability along the joints would provide a more freely flowing pathway from the overlying 

perched water to the exposed rock in the crown during remining operations, than existed during the 

tunneling operations. 

Groundwater conditions during tunnel construction and remining operations in this area can be 

inferred from water levels in nearby observation wells. After the water levels near the HAL site had 

dropped from the effects of a dewatering system at Edgemont Street, groundwater rise and subsequent 

gradual fall were observed. The two rapid rises lag behind heavy rainfalls in early 1994 and 1995. These 

water level changes are thus in response to recharge from precipitation, not a leak in the water main. 

In June 1995, the water level above the HAL remined area was computed to be 24 ft above the crown of 

the tunnel. When the VAL tunnel was remined, the water level was computed to be at most 20 ft above 

the crown of the tunnel. 

With an estimated 24 ft of water head and more pervasive bedding at the HAL site, seepage 

forces were able to develop and load the steel sets at the HAL site. While the estimated levels of water 

at the VAL site may have been similar to those at the HAL site during remining (the water levels may 

have been lower), the less pervious and more horizontal bedding resulted in conditions where seepage 

did not develop at the exposed ground during remining. 

Design of Resupport System 

The alignment repair submittals were prepared by SICK and submitted in February 1994 for 

approval by EMC. The first submittal was rejected by EMC. Among other things, EMC requested the 

precast concrete segment design load be compatible with that used in sizing the steel sets. Also, SKI< 

was asked to provide foot plate design and bearing capacity calculations. SKK resubmitted the alignment 

repair procedure and calculations in May 1994. The loads used for the temporary steel sets were the 

same in the resubmittal and corresponded to a load on each segment of 60 ft of overburden, or 7200 psf. 

This design pressure develops an axial load of 307 kips in each steel set. Based on the design load of 

60 ft of soil, a bearing pressure of 4878 psi on the foot block was calculated. Bearing capacity calculations 
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were not provided, however. The second submittal was approved. 

The approach used to design the support system apparently was to size the temporary structural 

support elements for a load corresponding to 60 ft of overburden pressure, and to rely on the inherent 

strength of the Puente formation to temporarily support the steel sets as the heading was made. A 

scenario which resulted in small loads on the foot blocks was reasonable for remining in "dry" Puente 

formation based on the response of the Puente during the tunneling operations for the four Vermont and 

Hollywood tunnels. One can not design the supports for all stages of temporary construction without 

recognizing the benefits of arching within the Puente formation. However, when considering the arching, 

it is prudent to include a component of earth loading in the design of the foot blocks. 

Evaluating the bearing capacity of the earth on which a foot block rests is a standard step in 

design of rib linings. Safe support of the foot blocks is essential during the heading operation. The 

results of the bearing capacity calculations indicate the ultimate load which each steel set can support 

varies from 9 to 23 kips, about equal to the load expected from seepage forces and nominal earth load, 

and much less than the 307 kip load corresponding to 60 ft of overburden pressure. The design of the 

resupport system was deficient in that the bearing capacity of the foot blocks apparently was never 

considered. While it is unrealistic to require the foot blocks to carry 60 ft of overburden pressure, it is 

also unrealistic to design the foot blocks without provisions for earth loading. 

Sequence of Events Leading to Development of the Sinkhole 

Work on the HAL remining area began on June 15, 1995. The exposed ground was dry by the 

end of work on June 21, when all but one precast segment was removed. As the last segment was being 

prepared to be removed on June 22, SKK personnel first observed water seeping at 12:30 a.m. between 

the lagging near the west end of the remined area. Soon after the appearance of water, nearby foot 

blocks sets were observed to have settled into the unexcavated bench. By approximately 2:30 a.m., the 

foot blocks for all steel sets had begun to settle and the concrete wall beam was settling at its west end. 

The area of seepage had grown to about 20 ft along the tunnel axis. 

Personnel at the site believed the source of the seepage was a leak in the 10-in. main above the 

tunnel. At about 3:00 a.m., P-D personnel notified the LADWP Trouble Board that there was a possible 

water main break and requested that a crew be immediately dispatched. A crew from LADWP arrived 

on the site at 3:40 a.m., but not seeing water at the ground surface, left without shutting off the water. 

This investigation indicates that a preexisting leak is unlikely. Had a leak occurred, it would have made 

only a small contribution to the groundwater in the area. The ground water level was already well above 

the tunnel crown due to heavy rainfall in the preceding months. Therefore, the possible presence of a 

preexisting leak in the water main is not relevant. 

As the foot blocks settled, the rock in the crown began to ravel. As the ravelling progressed, 

more load was transferred to the steel sets and remaining portions of the saw-cut concrete segments. 

These movements of the foot blocks resulted in a flattening of the crown of the tunnel, and would have 
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resulted in settlements at the ground surface. The surface settlement induces stress in the water main, 

eventually causing the pipe to rupture. The water main probably broke before the collapse of the tunnel 

supports since the collapse reportedly occurred at 6:10 a.m. and the LADWP records indicate the water 

main ruptured 10 minutes earlier. Apparently, ·the sudden influx of water at a rate of about 14 cfs 

directly lead to the first collapse at 6:10 and development of the sinkhole at 6:15. Water and earth from 

this first collapse flowed about 260 ft west into the HAR tunnel. Had the water main been shut off before 

it ruptured, damage may have been limited to large ground movements in the tunnel and resulting 

surface subsidence. 

After this first collapse, water from the broken main filled the resulting sinkhole for at least 

45 minutes until the main was shut off. A gas leak was reported by the Gas Company at about 8:00 a.m. 

The Los Angeles Fire Department directed the Gas Company to shut down the main gas line, which was 

done at 2:45 p.m. Until the gas line was shut off, SICK was not allowed to pump water out of the hole. 

At about 11:35 a.m., a second collapse of the remined area occurred which resulted in water and earth 

flowing eastward from the remined area through the Barnsdall Shaft and into the Vermont tunnels. 

Conclusions 

The tunnel failure is due to a deficient design of the temporary support for the steel sets. This 

design deficiency became apparent when seepage within the Puente formation was encountered during 

remining. Minor variations from the approved remining procedure occurred which did not significantly 

affect the performance. Flow from the 10-in. water main did not contribute to the initial foot block 

failure, but damage would have been significantly reduced if the water main were shut off earlier. 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

During the early morning hours of June 22, 1995, large ground movements and seepage occurred 

as an 80-ft section of subway tunnel was being realigned along the south side of Hollywood Boulevard. 

At about 6:10 a.m., a portion of the tunnel collapsed, and a 15-ft deep sinkhole developed above the 

remined area between Barendo A venue and Edgemont Street. Water from a broken 10-in. main 

accumulated in the sinkhole. At approximately 11:35 a.m., water and earth flushed eastward through 

the tunnel to the Barnsdall construction shaft. 

At the request of the Los Angeles Country Metropolitan Transportation AuthOrity (LACMTA), 

Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. (WJE) investigated the cause of the tunnel collapse and sinkhole. 

WJE was asked to perform the following tasks: 

• Review the tunnel remining plan developed by the Contractor and approved by the 

Engineer, to determine the adequacy of the plan given soil conditions at the site of the 

incident. 

• 

• 

• 

Determine what soil information was available to the contractor when the remining plan 

was developed. 

Determine the groundwater conditions at the site both prior to and during the remining 

operation. 

Provide a chronology of events leading to the subsidence and subsequent release of water 

into the tunnel. 
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• Detennine whether the Contractor was following the approved remining plan at the time 

of the incident. 

These tasks were carried out under Contract LFA-477-96 dated July 13, 1995, between WJE and 

LACMTA. The work performed included review of relevant construction documents and geological 

records, interviews with design and construction personnel familiar with the incident, and geotechnical 

and structural analyses. This report describes the investigation, discusses the results and summarizes 

the findings. Background information is provided in Chapter 2. A review of the relevant construction 

documents is given in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the sequence of events leading to the tunnel 

collapse and sinkhole development. Geotechnical and structural analyses are described in Chapter 5. 

Chapter 6 discusses the findings, and the conclusions are summarized in Chapter 7. Figures are provided 

at the end of each chapter. 
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CHAPTER2-BACKGROUND 

Contract Unit B251 includes construction of the Metro Red Line twin tunnels below Vermont 

Avenue and Hollywood Boulevard (Fig. 2.1). Each of the twin tunnels along the Vermont Avenue 

segment are about 14,200 ft long and extend from the southeastern end of the Barnsdall access shaft 

(station 460+05) south along Vermont Avenue to the Wilshire/Vermont station (station 317+95). The twin 

tunnels along the Hollywood Boulevard segment are each about 17,600 ft long. Starting from the 

northwestern end of the Barnsdall shaft (station 461 +50), they continue west along Hollywood Boulevard, 

turning north to the foothills of the Santa Monica mountains (station 599+83). 

The north and south tunnels along Hollywood Boulevard are referred to as HAR and HAL, 

respectively. Similarly, the east Vermont tunnel is called V AR and the west Vermont tunnel is called 

VAL. 

The tunnels were designed by Engineering Management Consultants (EMC), an association of 

engineering companies including Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade & Douglas, Inc. and Daniel, Mann 

Johnson & Mendenhall. Contract B251 was awarded to the joint venture finn of Shea-Kiewit-Kenny 

(SKK). The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority oversees the construction. The 

joint venture firm of Parsons-Dillingham (P-D) is responsible for construction management. 

Tunnel profiles generally parallel the ground surface with local adjustment at underground 

utilities and other obstacles. The depth of the ground cover over the tunnel crown in the Vermont 

A venue segment ranges from approximately 29 to 92 ft. Depth of the ground cover over the tunnel 

crown along the Hollywood Boulevard segment ranges from apprOximately 35 ft to over 100 ft at the far 

north end of the contract. Within the Vermont Avenue segment, the tunnel excavation is mostly within 

the Puente formation, a soft rock formation consisting primarily of beds of claystone, siltstone and 

sandstone. Subsurface materials along the Hollywood Boulevard vary considerably. Near the Barnsdall 

shaft, tunnels are located within the Puente formation. To the west under Hollywood Boulevard, 

subsurface conditions at the tunnel elevations consist mainly of sand, silt and clay soils derived from 

young alluvium and old alluvium deposits. Rock is encountered as the tunnels approach the Santa 

Monica mountains at the northern terminus of Contract B251. 

As required by the contract specifications, the initial tunnel support consists of precast concrete 
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segments. The inside diameter of the tunnel liner is 20 ft 5 in. The segments are nominally 8 in. thick 

by 4 ft wide and form an arc with an included angle of 88 degrees. The invert segment is erected first, 

followed by the two side segments and finally the crown segment. There are two expansion gaps, 

approximately 9 in. wide, located at the 10:30 and 1:30 clock positions. 

After the initial support was completed, as-built surveys indicated that the liner was constructed 

out of alignment in the locations noted in Figure' 2.1 to the extent that remining operations were needed 

to maintain the design track alignment. The sections in the HAL and VAL tunnel were offset 

horizontally, and the corrective measures needed at these two locations were the same. 

The remining procedure consisted of a heading and bench operation (Fig. 2.3). The heading 

operation consisted of removing the upper quadrant (12:00 o'clock to 3:00 o'clock portion) of the 

segmental concrete liner, excavating the exposed earth to accommodate the realignment, installing the 

steel sets, and placing lagging between the steel sets and the exposed earth. A concrete wall beam was 

placed at the bottom of the steel sets after several steel sets had been placed. After completion of the 

heading along the entire length of a remined area, the benching operation began. It consisted of 

removing the lower quadrant of the segmental concrete liner, excavating the exposed earth, installing the 

steel sets, and setting the lagging. 

One hundred and sixty-four ft of the VAL segment between stations 441 +05 and 439+41 were 

successfully remined and resupported during September 1994. Remining the HAL tunnel between station 

464+34 and 465+ 14 (AL stationing) began on June 15, 1995. During the early morning hours of June 22, 

large ground movements and seepage occurred near station 465 as the heading was nearing completion. 

A portion of the HAL tunnel collapsed at approximately 6:10 a.m. (Fig. 2.2). A sinkhole, approximately 

15 ft deep, developed at the ground surface as earth and water ran westward through the HAL tunnel 

from the collapse site. After the collapse, water from a broken 10 in. diameter water main poured into 

the sinkhole until the water main was shut off (Fig. 2.4). At approximately 11:35 a.m. the same day, the 

ponded water caused an additional collapse, resulting in earth, debris and water to be pushed eastward 

through the Barnsdall Shaft and into the Vermont Tunnels. 
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Fig. 2.4 - Water main pouring into sinkhole above tunnel collapse 
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CHAPTER 3 - DOCUMENT REVIEW 

WJE was provided with documents which pertained to the remining operations and tunnel 

collapse including (1) relevant submittals, (2) project correspondence, (3) daily reports of construction of 

the HAL and VAL tunnels at the remined sections (both when the tunnels were first constructed and 

during the remined period), (4) face sketches of the tunnels in the remined areas, (5) pertinent 

geotechnical reports, (6) groundwater data, and (7) water supply documentation from the Los Angeles 

Department of Water and Power (LADWP). The following sections summarize observations from review 

of these documents which are considered relevant to this investigation. 

3.1 Alignment Repair Submittals 

WJE reviewed the alignment repair submittals sent by SKK to P-D for approval by EMC. There 

were two such submittals: the initial submittal was received by P-D on February 24, 1994, and the 

revised was transmitted to P-D on May 16, 1994. These are included in Appendix A. The February 

submittal included six pages of shop drawings, a sketch of the support proposed to replace one-half the 

existing concrete· lining (steel ribs and wood lagging), and four pages of calculations concerning 

anticipated loadings on steel ribs when the remining was located within the alluvium or the Puente 

formations, the allowable load on the steel sets based on structural considerations, wall beam calculations 

assuming a 48 in. maximum span, and the allowable load for wood lagging. 

This submittal was rejected by EMC. Among other points, EMC requested (1) the precast 

concrete segment design load be compatible with that used in sizing the steel sets, (2) foot plate design 

and bearing capacity calculations, and (3) detailed descriptions of the excavation sequence, intermediate 

support details and face stability methods. EMC further noted that the details are only appropriate for 

sections wholly within the Puente formation. Groundwater conditions were not addressed, and no 

distinction was made among the weathered, oxidized and fresh portions of the Puente formation. 

The May resubmittal included a cover letter from Robert B. Gordon dated May 16, 1994, a written 

descri ption of the construction sequence, five pages of drawings and seven pages of calculations. The 

calculations included three of the original pages and one revised sheet for the wall beam calculations with 

a 6 ft span, a sheet with calculations showing the foot plate bearing pressure for 60 ft of overburden, a 

sheet with structural calculations for the concrete wall beam, and a sheet with sketches showing the 
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temporary loading conditions. This submittal was approved by EMC. 

According to the written description in this submittal, the proposed remining and resupport 

operations consisted of the following steps, as illustrated in Figure 3.1: 

1. Install two rock anchors in each arch segment on the tunnel side that does not get removed. 

2. Sawcut and remove upper quadrant of tunnel precast concrete segment. 

3. Install steel dutchman, upper steel set and lagging. Install one split set stabilizer (rock bolt) 

through the steel dutchman. Only one segment was removed at any time without steel sets 

being installed: i.e. only 6 ft of tunnel was to be unsupported at any time - the 4 ft segment 

plus the 2 ft to the center of the steel set. 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until entire upper heading is complete. 

5. Cast concrete wall beam with 5000 psi concrete. 

6. Sawcut and remove lower quadrant of tunnel precast concrete ring. 

7. Install lower steel quadrant post and lagging. Only one segment was removed at any time 

without steel sets being installed, i.e. only 6 ft of tunnel was to be unsupported at any time. 

8. Repeat steps 6 and 7 until entire lower bench is complete. 

The loads used for the precast segments and the temporary steel sets were the same in the 

resubmittal and corresponded to a load on each segment of 60 ft of overburden, or 7200 psf. This design 

pressure develops an axial load of 307 kips in each steel set. The calculations indicated that the 

anticipated load on each segment in the Puente formation was equivalent to 15.1 ft of overburden, or 

1888 psf, with a corresponding axial load of 81 kips in each steel set. Based on the design load of 60 ft 

of soil, a bearing pressure of 4878 psi on the foot block apparently necessitated the use of SOOO psi 

concrete. This wall beam carried load temporarily, to distribute loads from the steel sets to the 

underlying ground after it was placed in step 5, and to span the bench when soil was being removed 

prior to placing a steel set in step 6. This latter requirement implies that the bench is rigid. This 

assumption appears to be unrealistic given the strength and stiffness of the weathered and oxidized 

Puente formation, as discussed subsequently. 

No calculations were available for review by W]E which evaluated either the bearing capacity 

of the concrete wall beam or the bearing capacity of the foot blocks before the concrete beam was placed, 

steps 3 through 6 in Fig. 3.1. These temporary conditions were not considered in the calculations 
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submitted for the proposed alignment repair. 

3.2 Subsurface Conditions at Remined Areas in HAL and VAL Tunnels 

When SKI< prepared their initial and modified plans for remining in February and May 1994, 

respectively, the following information was known concerning the conditions at the remined areas. The 

only exceptions are the ground water and settlement data obtained after this time. 

3.2.1 Stratigraphy near HAL remined area - Based on borings presented in the Geotechnical 

Report for the Vermont/Sunset Station and Adjacent Tunnel Segments, May 1990, prepared by The Earth 

Technology Corporation, hereafter referred to as the GRV /5 Report, the subsurface conditions at this 

location consisted of approximately 45 ft of Young and Old Alluvium overlying the Puente formation 

(Fig. 3.2). A P-D drawing which summarized the face records from construction of the HAL tunnel 

provided the detail shown in this figure at the tunnel elevation. The crown of the tunnel was about 65 ft 

below the ground surface. Prior to construction, perched groundwater levels were located in the 

Alluvium. The tunnel in the sinkhole area was located entirely within the Puente formation. The 

material was easily excavated and, according to the face records (see Appendix B), consisted of weathered 

Puente (fpw), oxidized Puente (fpo) and fresh Puente (Tpf)' with an increasing amount of Tpw encountered 

in the face as the excavation proceeded westward. The Tpw was described in the face records as 

conSisting of friable, interbedded siltstone/claystone with fine-grained sand beds, less than 1 in. thick. 

The apparent dip of the bedding was as much as 6S to 70 degrees from the horizontal. The Tpw was 

jointed, highly to moderately sheared, and slickensided. The Tpc was distinguished from the Tpw 

primarily on the basis of color, olive gray rather than red or orange brown, and on strength, "weak" 

rather than "very weak." 

3.2.2 Groundwater observations near HAL remined area - Groundwater conditions during tunnel 

construction and remining operations in this area can be inferred from water levels in nearby observation 

wells. Piezometer PII-58B and observation well OW-18, bound the HAL remined area, and were installed 

prior to tunneling (Fig. 3.2). Piezometer PII-58B is located about 400 ft from the east end of the remined 

area, whereas OW-18 is located about 260 ft from the west end of the remined area. Piezometer Pll-58B 

provided data about levels of ground water prior to the start of tunneling near the remined section. No 

data was available from this piezometer during the tunneling or remining periods. OW-18C and 18 GA 

were installed near OW-18 as part of the dewatering system installed between July 1993 and January 
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1994. The dewatering system extending from Edgemont to Winona Streets was needed to control water 

levels during construction of the HAR and HAL tunnels. OW-18 is at the eastern edge of the Edgemont

Winona dewatering system. 

These OW -18 series wells sense water levels at different elevations because of the details of their 

installation. OW-18 was screened from 11.5 to 90.5 ft and therefore sensed water within the alluvium 

as well as the Puente formation. OW-18C and 18GA were screened at depths from 75 to 90 ft below the 

ground surface; logs of these borings were not available for review by WJE, so the formations adjacent 

to the screened section are not known on this basis. 

The temporal variations of groundwater levels near the HAL remined area are shown in Fig. 3.3. 

Data from observation wells OW -18, l8C and 18GA are presented. Also shown are the rainfall data 

recorded at the Hollywood Dam rain gage by the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 

(LADWP). The OW-18 water levels show significant variations over time. After the water levels had 

dropped from the effects of the dewatering system at Edgemont Street, two episodes of rapid 

groundwater rise and subsequent gradual fall were observed. The other wells show no such variations. 

The 1'\\10 rapid rises in OW-18 lag behind the peak rainfall in both 1994 and 1995 by about 45 days. 

Barnsdall Park is the topographic high in the area. As noted in the GRV /S Report (1990), Bamdall Park 

is the recharge area for the local ground water which tends to flow away from this area along the 

alluvium and Puente formation interface. OW-18 is screened throughout its entire depth and is therefore 

hydraulically connected to the alluvium. These water level changes are thus in response to recharge from 

precipitation. The other wells shown are all screened at greater depths and thus apparently are not 

hydraulically connected to the alluvium, or are screened in clay soils within the alluvium. 

3.2.3 Stratigraphy near VAL remined area - Based on borings presented in the GRV /S Report 

(1990) and on the face records obtained during excavation of the VAL tunnel, the subsurface conditions 

at this location consisted of approximately 50 ft of predominantly fine grained Old Alluvium overlying 

the Puente formation (Fig. 3.4). A P-D drawing which summarized the face records from construction 

of the VAL tunnel provided the detail shown in this figure at the tunnel elevation. The crown of the 

tunnel was approximately 42 ft below ground surface. Prior to construction, perched groundwater levels 

were located in the Alluvium. The tunnel in the remined area was located within either the Puente 

formation or both the alluvium and Puente formations, depending on the interpretation of the materials 
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encountered in the heading. Based on logs of borings taken prior to construction, the tunnel was to have 

been excavated entirely within the Puente formation. Based on face records shown in Appendix B, the 

excavated material consisted of alluvial and colluvial fine grained soils and weathered Puente, Tpw. This 

latter interpretation is shown in Fig. 3.4. The alluvium was described as a reddish brown, medium stiff 

to stiff clay with low plasticity. The colluvium was described as the same soil as the alluvium, with 

inclusions of weathered Puente formation in quantities of 10 to 20%. The Tpw was described in the face 

records as consisting of very weak, highly weathered siltstone/claystone. The bedding was mostly 

horizontal, but dipped as much as 10 degrees. The bedding was difficult to distinguish because of the 

high degree of weathering. The difference in the two interpretations is primarily semantic in that the 

engineering properties are similar, i.e. low permeabilities except along discontinuities and strengths like 

very stiff to hard clays. In any case, the ground was observed ravelling from the crown as the shield 

advanced. 

3.2.4 Groundwater observations near VAL remined area - Groundwater conditions during tunnel 

construction and remining can be inferred from water levels in several observation wells and piezometers 

in the area (Fig. 3.4). OW-16 is located about 430 ft from the north end of the remined area whereas OW-

14E is located approximately 510 ft from the south end of the remined area. Piezometer PII-46 provided 

data about levels of ground water prior to the start of tunneling at the remined section. No data were 

available from this piezometer during the tunneling or remining operations. OW-14E and a number of 

other observation wells were installed as part of the dewatering system installed between Fountain and 

Lexington Avenues which was needed to control water levels in this area during construction of the V AR 

and VAL tunnels (Fig. 2.1). 

OW-16 was screened from 83 to 104 ft and therefore sensed water within the Puente formation. 

Logs of the borings for the wells between Fountain and Lexington Avenues were not available for review 

by WJE, so the formations adjacent to the screened section are not known on this basis. According to 

P-D personnel, these wells, including OW-14E, are 90 ft deep with the last 15 ft consisting of the screened 

portion of the well. Given the depth of the granular nature of the alluvium in this area, these wells most 

likely sense the alluvium formation. 

The temporal variations of groundwater levels in wells near the VAL remined area are shown 

in Fig. 3.5. Data from observation wells OW-14E and 16 are presented. The data from OW-14E is typical 
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of the wells installed between Fountain and Lexington Avenues. Also shown are the data recorded at 

the Hollywood Dam rain gage by the LADWP. The OW-16 water levels vary over time, with two 

episodes of rapid groundwater rise after installation. The observation wells between Fountain and 

Lexington Avenues show. no such variations and their responses are governed by the dewatering 

operation. The two rapid rises in OW-16 lag behind the peak rainfall in both 1994 and 1995 by about 

60 days. As noted before, Barnsdall Park is the topographic high in the area, and is the recharge area 

for the local ground water which tends to flow away from the area along the alluvium and Puente 

formation interface. OW-16 is screened within the Puente, and it responds to the effects of recharge from 

precipitation. OW-16 is about 1200 ft away from the dewatering operation and is not affected to any 

great extent by the drawdown at that location, as indicated by the periods of slightly decreasing water 

levels observed as the dewatering system operated. It is somewhat surprising that OW-16 responded so 

quickly to the precipitation. The explanation may lie in the logs of the installation of OW-16 where it 

was noted that "intrusion problems and concern about pulling apart casing resulted in a 104 ft well 

depth." If the casing had slightly separated during installation, the well would be sensing water along 

its entire depth, because a gravel pack was placed above the bentonite seal. If that were the case, one 

would expect its response to precipitation to be similar to that of OW-18 since both wells are down 

gradient from the recharge area. 

3.2.5 Permeability of the Puente formation - Based on data in the GRV /5 Report (1990), the 

permeability of the Puente formation is anisotropic in that the coefficient of permeability in the vertical 

direction, kv, is 20 to 100 times less than that in the horizontal direction,~. Slug tests conducted in 

piezometer PII-S8A and B indicated that kh is about 2 x 10-6 em/so Laboratory permeability tests indicated 

that kv varied from 1 x 10--7 to 2 X 10-8 cm/s. This anisotropic behavior is attributed to the presence of 

bedding planes and sandstone beds which serve as preferred hydrological pathways. These pathways 

likely serve as hydrological connections between the Puente Formation and the overlying Alluvium. 

3.2.6 Shear strength of Puente formation - Measures of strength of the Puente formation were 

found in the Geotechnical Design Summary Report (GDSR) for Contract B-251 Tunnels, the Vermont/ 

Hollywood Tunnel, Dec. 1991, and the GRV /5 Report (1990). Data from samples obtained from borings 

located between stations 400+00 and 470+00 are summarized in this section. Within this reach, which 

contains the remined areas in the HAL and VAL tunnels, the strength data varied randomly with location 
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along the alignment. 

Table 3.1. Summary of Unconfined Compression Test Data 

Material 

Weathered Puente, Tpw 
Oxidized Puente, T po 

Fresh Puente, T pf 

Number of tests 

1 
13 
6 

Average SI! (ksf) 

0.95 
2.6 
6.5 

Range of SI! (ksf) 

0.8 to 4.3 
1.1 to 8.8 

The results of the 20 unconfined compression (D) tests on specimens obtained from the Puente 

formation are summarized in Table 3.1. The value of undrained shear strength, Su, reported in the table 

is equal to one-half the unconfined compressive strength determined in the test. While there is a general 

trend of increasing strength with decreasing degrees of weathering, there is a good deal of overlap of the 

strength values based on geologic classification. The values of undrained strength based on the U tests 

generally are lower than the values in situ as a result of sample disturbance and lack of confinement. 

In soft rocks with secondary structure like the Puente, the lack of confinement tends to open joints and 

bedding planes which results in strengths being mobilized in the test which are lower than would be 

mobilized in the field. 

The results of 10 isotropically consolidated, undrained triaxial compression tests on specimens 

obtained from the Puente formation are summarized on Figure 3.6. No tests were conducted on Tpw 

specimens. The data indicates that the laboratory values of Su increase slightly with effective 

consolidation pressure, dc, and are generally larger than those found in the U tests (Table 3.1), most 

likely as a consequence of the increased confinement in the triaxial tests. Again, no real distinction can 

be made between the strengths of the Tpo and the Tpf specimens. To obtain a value of Su for a given 

depth of cover, a value of Su/a'c can be found, based on a slope through the data, and that ratio is 

multiplied by the corresponding vertical effective stress. Using the minimum value of Su/a'c of 1.2, the 

corresponding value of Su for the conditions at the HAL remining area is 7.4 ksf. 

In the GDSR, the Earth Technology Corporation recommended Su values of 1.5 ksf for Tpw and 

5.0 ksf for both T po and T pf' 

3.3 Nonconformance Reports Related to Grouting Through the Precast Concrete liner 

Several nonconformance reports (NCR) related to contact grouting of the initial support in the 

Hollywood and Vermont tunnels were filed by P-D prior to the sinkhole incident. These reports, filed 
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in the October 1993 and September 1994, indicated that contact grout had not been placed between the 

precast concrete liner and the surrounding ground in accordance with specification 02311.1.,B.4. In 

particular, no contact grout was placed through any of the grout holes until well after the initial support 

had been placed at the locations of the remining in the HAL and VAL tunnels (eg. 11 months for the 

V AL tunnel). Therefore, the excavated rock would collapse onto the completed liner since the space 

between the excavated surface and segmental liner was not grouted. The outside diameter of the shield 

was 21 ft 10 in. and the theoretical diameter of the liner was 21 ft 9 in. The tail void gap thus is 

nominally 1 in., but in reality would be larger because of pitching of the shield, and the fact that the 

wood wedges were not installed such that the expansion gaps were 9 in. (See Structural Investigation of 

Wood Wedge Expansion Gap System, Metro Red Line, Segment 2 Report, Contract B251, prepared for 

LACMT A by WJE). Grout cannot be placed in a timely manner using this expansion gap system as

constructed since the grout, as it is pumped under pressure, would invade the tunnel through the space 

in the expansion gap between the wood wedges. This gap was in many places not constructed with dry 

pack grout. (WJE ref.) The NCRs were closed when the segments were eventually grouted. 

3.4 Settlement Records 

WJE reviewed ground surface settlement records provided by P-D for locations near the sinkhole. 

Ground surface settlements within several hundred ft of the sinkhole area were 1 to 1.5 in. prior to the 

development of the sinkhole on June 22, as illustrated by the data from survey points 48100004, 48100007, 

48090014 and 48090021 on Fig. 3.7. Locations of these points are shown in Fig. 2.2, and are labeled A, 

D, E and F, respectively. These survey points are typical of those in the vicinity. The majority of these 

settlements occurred as the HAR and HAL tunnels were driven in June of 1993. 

Two exceptions were observed at ground point 48100005 and 48100006, points B and C in Fig. 

2.2, located above the HAL tunnel at the location of the sinkhole. As indicated in Fig. 3.7, surface 

settlements were similar to the typical settlements immediately after shield passage, but subsequent 

incremental drops of about 1.5 in. were observed prior to the sinkhole collapse. These movements did 

not occur at the same time, but developed at least 5, and as many as 10, months apart. More accurate 

definition is precluded by the paucity of readings taken at these points. Total settlements prior to the 

start of the remining operations were 2.7 and 2.6 in., respectively. These two anomalies may have been 

the result of very localized effects of water infiltration resulting in hydrocompression settlements, or 
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heavy construction traffic, more likely in the case of point 48100005 since it was located in front of a 

construction gate at the Barnsdall shaft. The increased settlement at point 48100006 could also have been 

a bust in the survey data, because no additional data was obtained after the large incremental settlement 

was observed. 

3.5 Documentation from LADWP 

WJE was provided with water service map 148-198 covering the Barnsdall park area and records 

from the water supply monitoring station at Franklin and Kenmore Avenues. Also, Fred Barker and Jim 

Campbell of the LADWP were interviewed on July 21. 

West of Vermont Avenue, water supply along Hollywood Boulevard is provided by a 10-in. cast

iron water main located about 20 ft north to the south curb. According to the LADWP water service 

map, the water supply line was installed in 1916 and lined with cement in 1992. 

The 10-in. line along Hollywood Boulevard is interconnected with a network of supply lines at 

the intersecting streets. There are typically one or more shutoffs at each intersection; four valves would 

have to be closed to shut off water at the sinkhole site. 

There are pressure and flow recorders at the Franklin and Kenmore monitoring station. During 

the low demand period from midnight to 5:00 a.m., flow is typically 6 to 8 cu ft per second (cfs) at this 

station. During peak demand periods from about 6:00 a.m~ to 10:00 a.m., water usage usually increases 

to about 11 to 15 cfs. Service pressure (low-side pressure) is maintained at about 78 psi. Pressure in the 

supply lines to the regulator station (high-side pressure) varies from about 110 to 140 psi. There were 

no discernible changes in this pattern in the four months preceding the tunnel collapse. However, leaks 

are not detectable by the pressure and flow recorders. For example, a leak rate of 44 gallons per minute 

(gpm) changes the flow by only 0.1 cfs. According to LADWP personnel, water loss at leak sites typically 

ranges 5 to 30 gpm, and leaks are usually detected by the appearance of water on the street surface. 

Ground subsidence has been known to cause leaks. 

The tunnel collapse and water main break were detected at the Franklin/Kenmore monitoring 

station. Pressure and flow chart records are provided in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9, respectively. At approximately 

6:00 a.m. on June 22, flow increased from 10 to 24 cfs, a 14 cfs increase. The exact time is difficult to 

determine from the photocopy of the flow record. As can be seen in Fig. 3.8, low-side pressure dropped 

from 78 to 72 psi at 6:00 a.m. A sudden drop in the high-side pressure was recorded at about 5:45 a.m. 
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This 15 minute difference is apparently due to a required offset in multiple pen chart recorders. 

According to Fred Barker of the LADWP, the low-side pressure recorder is normally set to the correct 

time, and the original flow chart record shows the sudden flow increase occurring at exactly 6:00 a.m. 

Therefore, 6:00 a.m. is considered the best estimate of the time when the water main ruptured. However, 

. data is recorded for one week on a 3600 chart with 168 one-hour divisions. Therefore, the accuracy of 

the chart recorder is probably at best ± 5 minutes. At about 6:45 a.m., pressure and flow returned to 

normal. Apparently, the water to the sinkhole site was shut off at this time, although flow may have 

continued as water from the cutoff section of the main emptied into the sinkhole. 
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Step Description 

1. InsUlI split set 
stabilizers. 

1. Sawcut and remove 
upper precast concrete 
segment. 

3. Install steel set . 

..t. Repeat 2 and 3 
until heading 
is complete. 

5. Cast concrete 
wall beam. 

6. Sawcut and remove 
lower precast 
concrete segmenL 

7. Install steel set. 

8. Repeat 6 and 7 until 
bench is complete. 
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CHAPTER 4 - SEQUENCE OF EVENTS LEADING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SINKHOLE 

The following description of events is based on the information in the P-D Daily Reports, the 

"Chronology of Hollywood Boulevard Sinkhole Occurrence and Mitigation Activities" prepared by P-D, 

LADWP records, and interviews with personnel in the tunnel on the morning of June 22, including 

Messrs. T. Hogan, M. Graber, S. Toney and J. Veatch of P-D, and Messrs. N. Hutchins and D. Sayer of 

SKK. A section through the remined area with segment and steel set numbers given for reference is 

shown in Fig. 4.1. 

Work on the HAL remining area began by saw cutting segments 82 through 101 and then 

installing the split set anchors in the crown. Removal of segment 82 began on June 15, 1995. By June 

16, segments 82 through 88 had been removed and steel sets 1 through 7 had been placed. Concrete 

segment removal is illustrated in Fig. 4.2 in a sequence of photographs taken by P-D personnel. The 

detail of the connection between the steel set and the concrete segment at the tunnel crown and the 

nature of the lagging behind the steel set are seen in these photographs. The lagging is set against the 

exposed Puente formation and blocks are placed between the lagging and the steel set to transfer load 

from the ground to the steel set. The exposed ground is seen to be dry when these photographs were 

taken. The concrete wall beam was placed on June 19 at the location shown in Fig. 4.1, and by the end 

of June 21, all segments through 100 had been remined and steel sets through 19 had been placed. Work 

reportedly had proceeded without significant problems through this juncture. 

Table 4.1 summarizes the significant events of the morning of June 22. As Segment 101 was 

being prepared to be removed on June 22, SKK personnel first observed water seeping at 12:30 a.m. 

between the lagging near steel set 19. Soon after the appearance of water, foot blocks beneath steel sets 

IS, 16 and 17 were observed to have settled approximately 8 to 12 in. By approximately 2:30 a.m., the 

foot blocks for all steel sets had begun to settle and the concrete wall beam was settling at its west end. 

The area of seepage had grown to about 20 ft along the tunnel axis. The seeps were described as 

concentrated leaks which looked like water flowing from a garden hose. Estimates of the flow from one 

of these seeps was about 5 gpm. At about 3:00 a.m., P-D personnel notified the LADWP Trouble Board 

that there was a possible water main break and requested that a crew be immediately dispatched to shut 

down the water line. A crew from LADWP arrived on the site at 3:40 a.m., but not seeing water at the 
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ground surface, left without shutting off the water. 

The situation continued to deteriorate as the line of seepage moved eastward, with more seeps 

appearing randomly behind the seepage front. Load was being transferred to the lagging and steel sets 

as the water line reached a particular area. The crown was beginning to flatten out at the west end of 

the remined area. The concrete segments left in place at the crown had vertically displaced downward, 

giving the appearance of a flat arch. The concrete segments in the crown were breaking at about the 

11:00 o'clock position, midway between the wood wedge expansion gap and the crown. By about 4:00 

a.m., water was leaking through the split set bolts, and the entire remined area was taking load. P-D 

personnel estimated that the foot blocks for the steel sets ultimately had settled approximately 12 to 18 in. 

SKK supported the tunnel by placing steel posts at segments 87 and 88, i.e. at the west end of the 

concrete grade beam, then placed a steel post near segment 96 (this segment number was estimated by 

SKK personnel). LADWP records indicated a water main located above the tunnel ruptured between 5:45 

and 6:15. The best estimate of the time of the rupture is 6:00, as noted by the low-side pressure data. 

At approximately 6:10, as SKK was setting up under the next segment to the east (95), the crown of the 

tunnel collapsed. 

A photograph taken minutes after the collapse by P-D is shown in Fig. 4.3. The two steel posts 

at segments 86 and 87 can be seen. One can also see several concrete segments at the crown which had 

flattened. The difference in the visible height of the concrete wall beam along the right side of the tunnel 

at the springline gives an indication of the settlements of the beam which had occurred up to the point 

when the photograph was taken. The photograph also shows that the fallen soil was moist and not full 

of water, in agreement with reports by personnel in the tunnel. However, in the opposite direction, the 

collapsed soil was apparently much wetter because it filled the tunnel to just below the springline at 

Cross Passage (CP) 28 and extended approximately 140 ft to the west. As earth and water flowed to the 

west, portions of it flowed through CP 28 into the HAR tunnel. 

The collapse resulted in the development of a sinkhole at the ground surface at 6:15 a.m. 

according to P-D personnel. The ruptured 10-in. diameter water main discharged water into the sinkhole 

until 7:30 a.m. (according to P-D). LADWP data indicate the water was shut off at 6:30 to 7:00 a.m. This 

discrepancy may be explained by continuing flow from the pipes. A gas leak was reported by the Gas 

Company at about 8:00 a.m. and the Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD) directed the gas company to 
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shut down the main gas line and prevented any work from being done in the tunnel until the gas line 

had been secured and shut off, which was done at 2:45 p.m. Until the gas line was shut off, SKK was 

not allowed to pump water out of the hole. At about 11:35 a.m., a second collapse of the remined area 

occurred which resulted in water and earth flowing eastward from the remined area through the 

Barnsdall Shaft and into the Vermont tunnels. The muck left by this flow was about 4 ft high at the 

portal to the HAL tunnel at the Barnsdall shaft. Because of the amount of ponded water released in this 

second event, the character of the earth flow was more fluid than the initial collapse. It flowed to the 

east presumably as a result of the collapse of the remaining temporary support system at the remined 

area and the restraining effect of the earth from the initial collapse which filled the west portion of the 

remined area and extended several hundred ft to the west. 
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TABLE 4.1 - MAIN EVENTS OF JUNE 22 

12:30 a.m. Water seeping into tunnel near set 98 to 100 
Foot blocks 15, 16 and 17 settling (10 to 12 inches) 
Earth in crown area "paying off' (Danny Sayer) 

2:00 a.m. All steel sets have begun to settle 
Steady drips over a 20 ft area as water lines begins to move east towards Barnsdall 
shaft (Danny Sayer) 

2:30 a.m. S. Toney into tunnel at 2:30 a.m. and observes water seepage in crown area 

3:00 a.m. Crown begins to flatten out 
Timbers begin to break 
Water seeps moving east randomly behind water line 
Start place vertical supports in tunnel as SKK "prepares to lose ground" (Danny 
Sayer and Norm Hutchins) 

4:00 a.m. Split sets leaking at crown (S. Toney) 

? Foot blocks settled 12 to 18 in. prior to collapse (S. Toney) 

5:45 a.m. LADWP high-side pressure data indicates water main has ruptured 

6:00 a.m. LADWP low side pressure data indicates water main has ruptured 

5:45 to 6:15 a.m. LADWP flow data indicates water main has ruptured 

6:10 a.m. Tunnel collapse (Danny Sayer) 

6:15 a.m. Sinkhole reported at ground surface (P-D) 

6:30 to 7:00 a.m. LADWP pressure and flow data back to normal range 

7:30 a.m. Water main flow stops (P-D) 

11:35 a.m. Second collapse: water and earth flush eastward to Barnsdall shaft 

Times at or before 4:00 a.m. were times given to WJE in interviews with personnel in tunnel at time of 
collapse and therefore are only estimates. 
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Fig. 4.2 - Removing concrete segments: HAL Tunnel looking east 
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CHAPTER 5 - ANALYSES 

5.1 Bearing Capacity of Foot Blocks for Steel Sets 

A sketch of a typical foot block for a steel set is shown in Fig. 5.1. The steel set bore upon a 7 in. 

by 9 in. by 5/8 in. thick steel plate which in turn rested upon a 12 in. by 12. by 3 in. or 12 in. by 8 in. 

by 3 in. timber pad. Observations of this foot block as it settled prior to the collapse indicated that the 

steel plate did not penetrate into the timber block. Thus the area of the bearing surface for the foot block 

was that of the timber. 

The bearing capacity of the foot block was determined by the Brinch Hansen formula1 which 

explicitly accounts for the effects of an inclined ground surface near a footing. For a level footing with 

no depth of embedment which is loaded vertically, the short-term, ultimate bearing capacity, qu, can be 

found from: 

B P 
qll = 5.14 S" ( 1 + 0.2 L - 147 ) (5.1) 

where B by L are the width and length (B<L) of the footing, respectively, and ~ is the angle, in degrees, 

that the slope makes with the horizontal. 

The variable with the greatest uncertainty in equation 5.1 is Suo Given the variations in shear 

strength found in laboratory tests discussed in Section 3.2.5, a value of Su of 1 to 1.5 ksf may be applicable 

for the weathered Puente formation and a value of 5 to 7.4 ksf may be applicable for the oxidized and 

fresh Puente formations. Since the foot blocks for the steel sets rested on the weathered Puente at the 

western end of the remined area and the oxidized or fresh Puente at the eastern end, the Su values based 

on the latter are more applicable for the bearing capacity calculation. This conclusion is based on the 

performance of the HAL face as the tunnel was excavated in the area. According to notes contained in 

the face sketches in the P-D reports, the face was stable as it was excavated. 

The overload factor, OF, relates stability of tunnels in cohesive materials to Su, and is defined as: 

1 Brinch Hansen, (1961), "A General Formula for Bearing Capacity," Bulletin No. 11, Danish Geotechnical 
Institute, Copenhagen. 
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OF = Y H 
S,. 

(5.2) 

where yH is the total vertical stress at the springline of the tunnel. For the depth of 76 ft to the springline 

in the vicinity of the HAL remined area, the OFs for Su of 1 to 1.5 ksf vary from 6.3 to 9.5, while the OFs 

for Su of 5 to 7.4 ksf vary from 1.9 to 1.3. An OF greater than 6 would indicate that the shear stresses 

induced by excavating an opening at the tunnel face would result in a failure of the soil and attendant 

large movements into the face and at the ground surface. An OF of about 1 would indicate that the 

induced shear stresses are low relative to the shear strength of the soil and the corresponding (essentially) 

elastic behavior results in a stable face and small movements at the ground surface. This latter OF 

corresponds to the observed conditions in the vicinity of the remined area, Le., relatively stable face 

conditions during mining and ground surface settlements of 1 to 1.5 in. Therefore shear strengths of 5 

to 7.4 ksf will be used to estimate the bearing capacity of the foot blocks. 

Assumed Su 
(ksf) 

5.0 

7.4 

Table 5.1 Summary of Bearing Capacity Analyses 

Timber Block Size 
L (in.) x B (in.) 

12 x 8 
12 x 12 
12 x 8 
12 x 12 

Bearing Capacity 
(ksf) 

13.9 
15.6 
20.6 
23.1 

Ultimate Load 
(kip) 

9 
16 
14 
23 

The results of the bearing capacity calculations are shown in Table 5.1. The ultimate bearing 

capacity, qu' of the foot blocks corresponding to these values of Su ranges from 13.9 to 23.1 ksf. For the 

different sized timber blocks and for the range of Su values, the ultimate load which each steel set can 

support varies from 9 to 23 kips. These values are significantly smaller than either the 307-kip load 

corresponding to the load from the design load of 60 ft of overburden, or the 81-kip load corresponding 

to the expected load for tunnels in the Puente formation, according to the initial SKI< remining submittal. 

5.2 Groundwater Conditions at HAL and VAL during Remining 

Groundwater conditions at both the HAL and VAL remined areas during the remining operations 

are not known on the basis of observed data since no observation wells were located within either area. 
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The closest well was located 260 ft from the HAL. site and 430 ft from the VAL site. Piezometer Pll-46 

was very near the VAL site (Fig. 3.4), but no data was collected after the initial site investigation, which 

occurred well before the tunneling began. Therefore the water conditions at both sites must be 

interpreted from wells located at some distance from each. 

The basic model of groundwater flow has been described in Section 3.2.2, and consists of flow 

in the alluvium in an outward direction from Barnsdall Park. This area is the topographic high as well 

as the piezometric high in the vicinity. It serves as a recharge area for the ground water. The thin sand 

beds and the bedding, joints and secondary structure of the siltstone and claystone form the hydrologic 

pathways from the Alluvium to the Puente Formations. Thus, flow through the Puente is primarily 

through the secondary structure of the soft rocks; the more massive the rock, the less permeable it would 

be. 

5.2.1 HAL remining - This remined area is located between the recharge area at Barnsdall Park 

and the closest observation well to the site, OW-18 (Fig. 3.2). Therefore it is up gradient from OW-18 and 

the water levels at the remined area would be higher than those measured at OW-18. In June 1995 when 

remining took place, the water level in OW-18 was at elevation 360 ft. Assuming a gradient of 0.022, 

based on water levels given in the GDSR between the Barnsdall shaft and OW-18, the water level above 

the remined area would be computed to be elevation 366 ft, or 24 ft above the crown of the tunnel. 

5.2.2 VAL remining - This remined area is located between OW-16 and OW-14E (Fig. 3.4), with 

the water levels decreasing from OW-16 southward. Therefore it is down gradient from OW-16 and the 

water levels at the remined area would be lower than those measured at OW-16. In September 1994 

when remining took place, the water level in OW-16 was at elevation 358 ft. Assuming a gradient of 

0.013, based on water levels between OW-16 and OW-14 before the dewatering system near OW-14E was 

pumped, the water level above the remined area would be computed to be elevation 351 ft, or 20 ft above 

the crown of the tunnel. This calculation assumes that the dewatering near OW-14E had no effect on the 

water levels at the remined area. 

If it is assumed that the piezometric variation between OW-16 and 14E was linear at the time of 

the VAL remining, then the water level at the VAL remined area would be computed to be elevation 332, 

or near the crown of the tunnel in the area. 

The most likely scenario would place the water level somewhere between these limits, probably 
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somewhat closer to el. 351 rather than el. 332. 

5.3 Effects of Ground Water 

The remining operation removes a portion of the segmental liner and results in the exposed 

Puente becoming an unobstructed seepage face until concrete has again been placed against it. During 

exposure, these openings in the segmented liner act as a drain to which ground water will flow. Note 

that while the segmental concrete liner is not impervious, it is relatively so compared to an exposed face 

of ground 80 ft long and extending over a quarter of the tunnel circumference. The amount of flow will 

depend on the head of water above the crown and the flow characteristics of the rock after initial 

excavation of the tunnel. 

The following analysis is based on observation well data and does not consider the flow from 

the ruptured water main. As such, it is representative of conditions before the rupture at approximately 

6:00 a.m. 

The horizontal coefficient of permeability of the Puente formation was estimated to be 2 x 1Q-6 

cm/s, roughly 20 to 100 times larger than that in the vertical direction (Section 3.2.5). The pathways for 

seepage in this formation are along the bedding planes and sandstone beds. This ~ value is based on 

a slug test conducted in Puente formation with beds that dipped 5 to 10 degrees, based on information 

in boring logs. Presumably the permeability in the vertical direction in the field depends on the 

orientation of the bedding planes, and thus higher vertical permeabilities would exist if the beds were 

more steeply dipping. Furthermore, during tunneling operations, the Puente moved into the face and 

the tail void since there was no timely grouting of the tail void gap (Section 3.3). This movement caused 

a reduction in stress in the rock, attendant opening the of the joints, and increased permeability of the 

Puente Formation in the zones affected by the tunneling. 

The face records at the HAL remined area indicated that presence of friable, interbedded 

siltstone/ claystone with thin, fine grained sand beds which dipped at 65 to 70 degrees. The weathered 

Puente was jointed, highly to moderately sheared and slickensided. This type of material would exhibit 

an increase in permeability as a result of the tunneling operations,particularly in the direction of the 

bedding. The face records at the VAL remined area indicated that the bedding was obscure and the 

material in the upper portion of the tunnel was clay and not rock. Therefore very little flow would occur 

through secondary structure and the permeability would be controlled by the matrix clay. In this case, 
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permeability would be quite low in both the horizontal and vertical directions, and little increase in 

permeability would result from the tunneling operations. Even under a relatively large water head, very 

little flow would occur in this type of material. This is what was indicated by the daily reports during 

remining at the VAL site. 

The general pattern of flow which developed during the remining operation can be visualized 

by means of a flow net. A flow nef is the graphical representation of the solution to the Laplace 

equation which describes the steady state flow of water through a porous medium. It consists of flow 

lines and equipotential lines along with the pertinent boundary conditions. The ground water flows in 

a complex three-dimensional pattern toward the openings in the liner at the remined area. This pattern 

is further complicated by the fact that water flows through secondary structure of the Puente formation. 

These factors make a detailed flow net analysis quite difficult and not particularly useful. To visualize 

the flow and to make estimates of hydraulic gradients acting at the openings, simplified models are more 

appropriate to use in this case. 

Two, two-dimensional boundary element models are used herein to evaluate the flow towards 

the openings (Fig. 5.2). Boundary element flow models allow one to specify conditions at the boundary 

of a porous medium and compute the flow characteristics within the mass. Boundary conditions can be 

either no flow or piezometric head-specified. A seepage face is specified by setting the head equal to 

zero at such a boundary. Material properties are taken as uniform within the mass, and hence only the 

Puente formation is modeled in the analysis. From the solutions, flow nets can be drawn which indicate 

the general pattern of flow, hydraulic gradients -and thus seepage forces - can be computed, and flow 

rates can be calculated. 

The two different models shown in Fig. 5.2 are used to evaluate two possible pathways for the 

water. The longitudinal section assumes that the alluvial channel near OW-18 can affect the conditions 

at the remined area, and implies that the bedding between the remined area and the alluvial channel was 

nearly horizontal. Consequently, the piezometric heads are specified at the boundaries adjacent to the 

alluvial channel and above the tunnel. The east end of the upper boundary of the Puente is modeled as 

impervious to represent the presence of fresh Puente formation at higher elevations in this location. The 

2 Cedergren, H.R., (1967), Seepage, Drainage and Flow Nets, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York. 
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impervious boundary on the left hand side of the model represents the groundwater divide near 

Barnsdall Park. The transverse section assumes that the presence of the alluvial channel has little effect 

on the flow regime and considers the effect of the steeply dipping beds at the remined area. Not enough 

geologic information was available to consider the possible recharge from the vertical boundaries in this 

case. The impervious boundaries were set far enough away from the tunnels such that they did not 

significantly affect the equipotential lines near the tunnel. This model also considers the effects of the 

adjacent tunnel on the flow path. 

In both models, the piezometric head above the crown of the tunnel was 24 ft of water (section 

5.2.1). The tunnels are considered impervious, except for the exposed Puente at the remined area. Use 

of equal permeabilities represents the effects of increased vertical permeabilities from the steeply-dipping 

(65 to 70 degrees) bedding planes opening during initial tunneling and remining. Two sets of coefficients 

of permeability were considered in both models, kh = 100kv and ~ = kv, to account for the possible 

variation in the anisotropy. In all cases, ~ was selected 2 x 10-6 cmls based on the results of the slug 

tests (Section 3.2.5). 

The flow net based on the longitudinal analysis with the anisotropic permeabilities is presented 

in Fig. S.3a. Because the kh is 100 times larger than kv, the horizontal dimension is shortened by a factor 

of 10 {=(~/kv)1/2} to account for the differences in flow rate in the two directions. The quantity of flow 

through each flow channel, the area bounded by two adjacent flow lines, is the same for all channels. 

As can be seen by examining the flow lines, about 30% of the total flow comes from the alluvial channel 

under the conditions assumed in this analysis, but a significant portion comes from above the tunnel. 

When this analysis was conducted with equal vertical and horizontal permeabiIities, the flow into the 

remined area was essentially all from above the tunnel. Depending on the in situ ratios of permeability 

after tunneling, it is possible that recharge from the alluvial channel would have affected the remedial 

area. 

The flow net based on the transverse analysis with equal permeabilities is presented in Fig. S.3b 

and illustrates the flow pattern associated with these conditions. This case would be representative of 

the situation with bedding dipping 65 to 70 degrees, as observed near the remined area. In this case, all 

flow in the remined area came from above the tunnel. 
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Table 5.2 Summary of Flow Net Analyses 

Section Permeability Ratio Jsn {cmls} Exit Gradient Ave. Row Rate {9I2m}1ff 

Longitudinal kn = 100 kv 2x10-6 2.4 0.0088 

kn=kv 2x10-6 2.0 0.034 

kn=kv 2x10-8 2.0 0.00034 

Transverse kn = 100kv 2x10-6 2.6 0.0028 
kn=kv 2x10-6 2.3 0.092 
kn=kv 2x10-8 2.3 0.00092 

The average flow rates over the entire exposed remined area and the exit gradients3 for the analyses 

are given in Table 5.2. Because the flow rates are directly proportional to the permeability, the assumed 

value of permeability is the most important parameter in the analysis when deternlining quantities of 

flow. When one compares the transverse and longitudinal results for the same permeability assumption, 

the flows are similar. Also note that for the transverse section, with ~ = lOOkv, the flows are small 

relative to the others; this suggests that either the alluvial channel affected the remined area or kv after 

tunneling is not equal to kh/IOO. This latter situation is reasonable for steeply dipping beds (as much 

as 70 degrees) after they have been loosened during tunnel excavation. Either scenario is possible. It is 

important to observe that the exit gradients are similar in all cases. 

The flow quantities appear small, but it must be noted that these represent the average flow over 

the entire seepage face. In the case of a bedded and jointed rock, the flow concentrates through the 

secondary structure (recall that the seepage was observed as a flow from a garden hose at an estimated 

rate of 5 gpm). When this average flow is concentrated in smaller zones, the rate over that smaller area 

becomes much higher. For example, the total flow rate of 0.0088 gpm was computed for the longitudinal 

section over a projected area of 80 ft by 10.75 ft. If that flow was concentrated within an area of 1 ftl, the 

rate of flow would be 7.6 gpm. This 1 ft2 flow area is large enough to contain a number of seeps which 

could account for the observed flows in the tunnel just prior to collapse. This estimate is based on the 

scenario with the lowest flow rate when it is assumed that ktt equals 2 x lQ-6 cm/s. Only for cases with 

kh -:;~·t X 10-8 cm/s would there be insufficient flow to explain the observed seeps. Thus for any of the 

scenarios in Table 5.2 with kh equal to 2 x 10-6 cm/s, the naturally-occurring ground water could have 

3 The exit gradient is defined as the change in head divided by the flow length for the elements closest 
to the seepage face, in this case the elements closest to the remined area. 
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provided the amount of water which was observed prior to collapse. 

The hydraulic exit gradients vary within a narrow range and average 2.3. The value of hydraulic 

gradient is most sensitive to the total head and the flow length. The flow length is primarily affected by 

the geometry of the openings relative to the stratigraphy, which is known with a reasonable degree of 

confidence. The head is based on the observed water levels in OW-I8 and the assumed hydraulic 

gradient. Reasonable changes in the gradient used to make these calculations will not greatly affect the 

total head. 

In summary, both models of flow yield the same basic information. The quantities of flow and 

hydraulic gradients are similar. Thus the source of the water could be either above the tunnel, with the 

flow path along steeply dipping beds and joints or a ~ombination of flow from above the tunnel and from 

the alluvial channel near Edgemont St. 

These analyses were not conducted for the VAL tunnel since no flow was observed at the VAL 

site. This difference in behavior is likely due to: (1) the Puente formation was more massive at the VAL 

site - the bedding was indistinct - and the bedding that did exist, dipped only 10 degrees, and (2) the 

horizontal distance to the down-gradient alluvial channel at the VAL remined area was twice as great 

as that at the HAL remined area. 

5.4 Loads on Steel Sets 

5.4.1 Design loads - The steel sets were sized for a pressure of 7200 psf corresponding to 60 ft 

of overburden, or three times the nominal tunnel diameter, the same design load as the segmental 

concrete liner. While it is accepted in tunneling practice that stress redistribution through arching will 

result in stresses acting against a liner that are less than the overburden stresses, relatively shallow 

tunnels are commonly design for the thrust corresponding to full overburden stress. When a liner is 

sized for this load, the stresses induced by transporting the liner into the tunnel, assembling it and 

pushing against the llner to advance the shield can be adequately resisted. Thus it is not expected that 

loads corresponding to full overburden act on the liner after it has been installed4
• 

4 The load-deformation response of a rock-liner system can be envisioned by means of a ground reaction 
curve (Deere, D.U., Peck, R.B., Monsees, J.E. and Schmidt, B., "Design of Tunnel Liners and Support 
Systems," Final Report, U.s. Department of Transportation, Contract No. 3-0152, University of Illinois, 
1962) .. When an excavation is made and the rock at the excavated surface moves toward the opening, 
the load from a rock mass decreases with increasing movements as a result of mobilization of the rock's 
shear strength. However, after a certain amount of deformation, which is a function of the rock type, 
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5.4.2 Expected loads - It is standard practice to estimate expected loads on liner systems using 

methods based on arching theory and practical experience. These methods generally express the vertical 

pressure on a tunnel to be equal to a certain height of soil or rock times the unit weight of the soil or 

rock. This height depends on the soil or rock type and the local groundwater conditions. The Puente 

formation encountered by the tunnels in the vicinity of the HAL remined area is a soft rock (based on 

a geological classification) which is expected to act similar to a jointed, very stiff to hard clay. For 

moderately blocky and seamy rock, the load on the concrete segments as given by Terzaghi's rock load 

classificationS corresponds to a height of 0.5 times the tunnel width, or in this case 0.5(21.5) or 10.75 ft. 

This height corresponds to a pressure of 1340 psf, much less than the design pressure of 7200 psi. 

The loads on the steel sets in the remined area would be smaller than those corresponding to 

1340 psf, at least initially. When the concrete segments are removed, the stresses at the exposed rock 

surface are equal to zero and additional unloading of the rock would occur. Assuming that the 

movements associated with this additional unloading are small, as was the case in the remining 

operations until segment 101 was reached, the loads on the steel sets would have to be smaller than those 

corresponding to 1340 psi because the small inward movements which occurred between the time when 

the segment was removed and the lagging was set. Once contact between the rock and the steel set was 

established, the resulting stress against the steel rib would be smaller than 1340 psf, assuming that the 

inward displacements were not large enough to cause loosening of the jointed rock. 

When there is seepage towards the exposed section, a force will be induced in the direction of 

flow. Because the exposed Puente in the remined area acts as a seepage face, once a steel set was been 

blocked against the lagging, load from the seepage forces would be transmitted to it. These seepage 

forces can be computed by: 

F$ = i Yw (force I volume) (5.4) 

where Fs is the seepage force per unit volume of soil, i is the hydraulic gradient which can be found from 

the load on the support system begins to increase. In the case of a jointed and bedded rock, this increase 
is due to the effects of opening the secondary structure. The load that eventually is taken by the support 
system depends on when the support system is installed and its stiffness. 

S Proctor, R.V. and White, T.L., (1946), Rock Tunneling with Steel Supports, The Commercial Shearing and 
Stamping Co., Youngstown, Ohio. 
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a flow net, and y ..... is the unit weight of water. Fs represents the force that develops at steady state flow 

conditions. It would take some time for this condition to develop after water began to flow towards the 

exposed surface during remining operations. 

Based on the analyses summarized on Table 5.2, the average hydraulic gradient for the earth 

adjacent to the, exposed face is 2.3. The steel sets must resist both the seepage forces which develop in 

the rock and the submerged weight of the loosened rock. If one assumes that just 2 ft of rock has 

loosened (this is one half the distance between the steel sets), then the pressure acting on the steel sets 

due to the seepage forces is 290 psf. Adding this value to the pressure found from the submerged weight 

of two ft of earth, results in a total pressure of 410 psf. For a 4 ft span between steel sets, the load in 

each steel set is 18 kips. As loosening progresses upward into the rock mass above the tunnel, the 

pressure on the steel sets would increase at a rate of about 200 psf/ft. 

5.5 Stability of Foot Blocks 

Based on consideration of the bearing capacity of the Puente formation at the remined area, the 

ultimate load the foot blocks can sustain varies from 9 to 23 kips, depending on the assumptions 

concerning the shear strength of the Puente. This capacity is far less than the 307 kip load corresponding 

to the design pressure of 7200 psf. It is also significantly less than the 81 kip load corresponding to the 

expected pressure of 1888 psf given in the SICK alignment repair submittal for tunnels in Puente 

formation. The ultimate load of 9 to 23 kips is approximately equal to the 18 kip load based on loadings 

from the weight of the rock and seepage force described in Section 5.4.2. Thus one would expect a 

bearing capacity failure of the foot blocks, and attendant large settlements, once seepage forces began to 

develop. This was the case at the remined section. This also is consistent with the observations 

throughout the remining operation that the tunnel was stable until the seepage was noted. Given that 

the allowable bearing capacity of a footing usually includes a factor of safety of 3, or sometimes 2 for a 

temporary loading, the foot blocks were not adequately sized to resist even the 18 kip load, much less 

the 307 kip design load. However, it was adequate to resist loading from the dry Puente formation, as 

indicated by the observed performance. But had calculations been made, the foot blocks would have 

been shown to be inadequately designed (i.e. factor of safety < 2 for temporary loads) for any loading 

greater than approximately 200 psf. 
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5.6 Water Main Analysis 

5.6.1 Metallurgical testing - Engineering Systems Inc. (ESI) examined the recovered sections of 

the water main and tested samples of the cast iron. The text of their report is provided in Appendix C. 

Nine longitudinal strips (Talbot strips), about 12 in. long by 1/2 in. wide, were tested in bending. The 

modulus of rupture (MOR) and modulus of elasticity (MOE) were determined from the Talbot strip tests. 

MOR is the bending stress at failure; MOE is a measure of the material stiffness. Parallel samples were 

tested in direct tension to determine tensile strength. Results are summarized below. 

Test 

Talbot strip 

Tensile test 

Property 

MaR (psi) 

MOE (psi) 

Tensile strength (psi) 

Range 

27,621 to 35,194 

5,686,733 to 7,488,468 

13,559 to 20,436 

Average 

31,460 

6,678,000 

18,620 

AWWA Spec 

30,000 min. 

10,000,000 max 

The pipe material is considered to be in substantial compliance with both the original (1908) and 

current American Water Work Association (A WW A) specifications. Although there were indications of 

corrosion, the pipe maintained its mechanical integrity. 

Examination of the fracture surfaces by ESI indicates that the water main failed in bending, but 

there is no indication of preexisting cracks. 

5.6.2 Settlement-induced stress - As described in Section 3.4, review of ground surface settlement 

records indicates localized settlement of Hollywood Boulevard near the sinkhole site prior to the start 

of remining. Ground point 48100005 (point B in Fig. 5) is in front of an access gate to the Barnsdall 

construction site. Between May and September 1994, settlement at this point increased 1.5 in. (from about 

1.2 to 2.7 in.). Several months later, survey point 48100006 (point C) settled about the same amount. As 

illustrated in Fig. 5.s, ground movements that result in settlement can also cause significant bending 

stress in the water main. The water ma~ will rupture when the bending stress exceeds the tensile 

strength for the cast-iron pipe. 

The bending stress depends on the size of the water main, the amount of settlement, and length 

over which the settlement occurs. Since the survey points are 40 ft apart, the exact nature of localized 

settlements cannot be determined. The point of maximum settlement may be missed, and there is no way 

to distinguish between localized settlements occurring over lengths of, for example, 20 ft and 60 ft. Also, 
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subsidence of the water main may be much less than surface settlement if the surface settlement is due 

to construction traffic. 

A parametric study was undertaken to evaluate the relationship between settlement amount and 

length of the settlement zone. Average strength and stiffness values from the ESI tests were considered 

in the analysiS. The average tensile strength of the cast iron was used rather than the MOR. Tensile 

strength is believed to be a more accurate indicator of the failure stress of the pipe cross section. Pipe 

joints were considered to be rigid. Also, the pipe was assumed to curve uniformly downward to the 

quarter points of the settlement zone and uniformly upward through the middle section. The results are 

shown in Fig. 5.5 as a plot of critical pipe deflection vs length of settlement zone. 

As can be seen in Fig. 5.5, a 1-1/2 in. settlement would not be expected to rupture the water main 

unless the settlement occurred over a very short distance; that is, less than about 18 ft. 

Figure 5.5 is also useful for evaluating the possibility of rupture of the water main 10 or 

15 minutes prior to development of the first sinkhole, as suggested by the chronology discussed in 

Section 4. Foot block settlements of approximately 12 to 18 in. were reported prior to the initial tunnel 

collapse. Empirical relations have been developed between ground movement at the crown of a tunnel 

and observed ground surface settlements.6 Given the geometry at the HAL site, the ground surface 

settlements can be estimated from 

(5.5) 

where Sg is the settlement at the ground surface, Sc is the movement at the crown, C is the depth of cover 

above the crown (65 ft for the HAL site), D is the tunnel diameter (21.5 ft), and oc is an empirical factor 

which accounts for dilation of the earth above the crown. This value varies from 0.40 for dense sands 

(very dilative soil) to 0.13 for clays (incompressible SOil).6 Given 12 to 18 in. of movement at the crown 

(equal to the maximum settlement of the foot plate) and an oc value of 0.21 (corresponding to a slightly 

dilative soil), the surface settlement would be 4.4 to 6.6 in. Assuming a 5 in. surface settlement, Fig. 55 

6 Atkinson, J.H., and Potts, D.M., (1977), "Subsidence above Shallow Tunnels in Soft Ground," Journal of 
the Geotechnical Engineering Division, ASCE, Vol. 103(GT4), pp. 307-325. 
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indicates the length of the settlement zone corresponding to rupture in the pipe is about 32 ft. If the 

prior 1.5 in. settlement is added, the length of the settlement zone corresponding to rupture of the water 

main is about 37 ft. These lengths are somewhat less than the size of the original sinkhole, but rupture 

of the water main due to larger ground movements in the tunnel is conceivable. Therefore, this analysis 

does not rule out the chronology indicated by site observations and LADWP records; that is, the water 

main ruptured before the tunnel completely collapsed. 
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CHAPTER 6 - DISCUSSION 

6.1 Comparison of HAL and VAL Remined Sections 

Similar conditions existed at the HAL and VAL remined areas and the same construction 

procedures were used at both locations. Yet there were differences which were significant enough such 

that a collapse of the remined section occurred at the HAL site, but not the VAL site. The following 

sections discusses these differences. 

6.1.1 Construction procedures - Review of the P-D daily reports made while remining both the 

HAL and VAL remined sections and information obtained from interviews with P-D and SKK personnel 

indicate that the construction procedures in the two remined areas were similar. Excavating and 

installing temporary support during the heading operation at the VAL tunnel began on August 31, 1994 

and lasted until September 19. The bench operations at the remined area began on September 21, and 

the 164-ft-Iong remining operation was completed on September 28. Thus the resupport operation took 

29 days to complete. In contrast, excavating and installing temporary support during the heading 

operations at the HAL tunnel began on June IS, 1995 and the collapse occurred on June 22. The last 

segment, no. 101, of the 80-ft-Iong remining operation was saw cut, and all other remined segments had 

steel sets placed in the heading at the time of the collapse. The soil in the crown of the VAL tunnel was 

exposed as much as four times longer than that at the HAL tunnel. These observations show that the 

system, as constructed, was adequate for dry Puente formation. 

6.1.2 Stratigraphy - Based on the face records made while excavating the HAL and VAL tunnels, 

the stratigraphy was similar at the two areas, yet several differences could be observed. At the HAL 

tunnel, the ground was easily excavated and consisted of Tpw, Tpo' and Tpf' with an increasing amount 

of Tpw encountered in the face as the excavation proceeded west. The Tpw consisted of friable, 

interbedded siltstone/claystone with thin, fine grained sand beds. The apparent dip of the bedding was 

approximately 65 to 70 degrees from the horizontal. The Tpw was jointed, highly to moderately sheared, 

and slickensided. At the VAL tunnel, the ground was also easily excavated and consisted of alluvial and 

colluvial fine grained soils and Tpw. The alluvium was a reddish brown, medium stiff to stiff clay with 

low plasticity. The colluvium was similar to the alluvium, but with inclusions of weathered Puente 

formation in quantities of 10 to 20%. The Tpw consisted of very weak, highly weathered 
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siltstone/ claystone. The bedding was mostly horizontal, but difficult to distinguish because of the degree 

of weathering. Design strengths of Tpw was 1500 psf and that of both the Tpo and Tpc was SOOO psf, 

according to the GDSR. 

There are two important differences between the ground encountered at the HAL and VAL sites. 

First, the Puente formation at the HAL site was more jointed and bedded than that at the VAL site, where 

the bedding was difficult to distinguish because of the degree of weathering. In fact, the face records 

classified the ground in the upper part of the face of the VAL tunnel as alluvium and colluvium, and not 

Puente formation, as suggested by the results of the borings in that area given in the GDSR, a testament 

to the high degree of weathering at that area. The second main difference was the orientation of the 

bedding. At the HAL site, the bedding dipped 65 to 70 degrees to the north, whereas the bedding was 

dipped less than 10 degrees at the VAL site. 

These conditions and the soil strength test data (Section 3.2.5) were known when the remining 

submittal was prepared and approved. They were based on face records of already-constructed tunnel 

or were contained in the GDSR. Apparently, the differences in the stratigraphy at these sites were not 

considered to be significant because the submittal pertained to any remining within the Puente formation. 

The strength data would have impacted bearing capacity calculations for the foot blocks, but no such 

calculations were included in the remining submittal. 

6.1.3 Groundwater conditions - The basic model of groundwater flow consists of flow in the 

alluvium in an outward direction from Barnsdall Park. It is the topographic high as well as the 

piezometric high in the area, and serves as a recharge area for the ground water. The thin sand beds and 

the bedding, joints and secondary structure of the siltstone and claystone form the hydrologic pathways 

from the Alluvium to the Puente Formation. Thus, flow through the Puente is primarily through the 

structure of the soft rocks; the more massive the rock, the less permeable it would be. 

In February 1994, when SKK made their initial remining submittal, the water level on OW-18 was 

approximately el. 343 ft (Fig. 3.3). When the submittal was approved in May 1994, the water level had 

risen to el. 353 ft, and by the start of remining in June 1995, the water had risen to el. 360 ft. AssUming 

a gradient of 0.022, the water levels above the remined area at each of these times are given in Table 6.1. 

These results indicate the ground water would be as much as 16 ft above the crown at while the design 

of the remining scheme was underway, and by the time remining began, the water level was 24 ft above 
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Table 6.1 Computed Water Levels at HAL and VAL Remined Areas 

HAL VAL 
Time water el.(ft) ht. above crown(ft) water el.{ft) ht. above crown(ft) 

SKK initial 349.6 7.6 340.1 10.1 
submittal 

SKK submittal 358.3 16.3 353.4 23.4 
approved 

Remining 365.8 23.8 351.6 21.6 

the crown. 

Similar estimates were made for conditions at the VAL remined area. There is more uncertainty 

in these estimated levels because of the greater distance to the observation wells near the remined area 

and the questions concerning the integrity of the bentonite seal at OW-16 (Section 3.2.4). In February 

1994, when SKK made their initial remining submittal, the water level in OW-16 was approximately el. 

346.6 ft (Fig. 3.5). When the submittal was approved in May 1994, the water level was el. 359.9 ft, and 

by the start of remining in September 1994, the water level was el. 358.1 ft. Assuming a gradient of 0.013, 

based on water levels between OW-16 and OW-14 before the dewatering system near OW-14E was in 

operation, the water levels in the area at each of these times are given in Table 6.1. These water levels 

were computed on the assumption that the dewatering near OW-14E had no effect on the water levels 

at the remined area. If it is assumed that the piezometric variation between OW-16 and 14E was linear 

at the time of the VAL remining, the corresponding water level at the VAL remined area would be close 

to the crown of the tunnel. The most likely scenario would place the water level somewhere between 

these limits, but conceivably as high as 22 ft above the crown. Thus the water levels were probably 

similar at the two sections when the remining was done at each. 

As shown in Table 6.1, analysis of the data available prior to HAL remining indicates that the 

water level was above the tunnel, as it was when the tunneling was done. The tunnels were driven 

successfully through the Puente formation with perched water in the Alluvium because of the low 

permeability of the siltstone and claystone of the Puente formation. The primary difference between the 

initial drives and the remining operations is the initial drive fully supports the ground, except at the face, 

which can be partially supported. Also, the seepage face continually changes position as the tunnel is 

advanced in the initial drive. In contrast, once the concrete segments have been removed in the remined 
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area, the seepage face remains between the crown and the springline until the ribs and lagging have been 

concreted. Thus there is more time for seepage to affect remining operations. 

The fact that the remined section at the VAL tunnel was exposed for a month without evidence 

of seepage indicates that the earth at this site remained sufficiently impervious such that water did not 

flow to the exposed surfaces. However, this was not the case at the HAL section, where seepage was 

observed 7 days after the start of the remining operation. This behavior perhaps could have been 

anticipated based on the description of the excavated faces at each area (Appendix A). The excavated 

face was more massive with less bedding at the VAL site as compared to the HAL site. Additionally the 

bedding dipped 10 degrees at the VAL site, but dipped as much as 65 to 70 degrees at the HAL site, 

providing more direct access to the overlying, water-bearing alluvial soils. This more extensive bedding 

would have allowed water to flow much easier at the HAL site, and thus a seepage face would develop 

much sooner, as was observed. Alternatively, the down-gradient alluvial channel was about 250 ft and 

400 ft from the HAL and the VAL remined areas, respectively. Thus if the primary seepage path was 

horizontal, then the HAL site would again have been more conducive to seepage than the VAL site. 

6.1.4 Summary - Similar procedures were used to remine sections along reaches of the VAL and 

HAL tunnels. The conditions at the remined areas also were similar in that the material excavated was 

primarily siltstone and claystone of the Puente formation and that the original tunneling through the two 

areas proceeded smoothly with no observations of water in the face. However, the Puente formation at 

the HAL site was more bedded and jointed than that at the VAL site, and included bedding planes that 

dipped 65 to 70 degrees as compared to the 10 degree dip at the VAL site. After tunneling had loosened 

the joints, the increased permeability along the joints would provide a pathway from the overlying 

perched water (or the down-gradient alluvial channel in the scenario of predominantly horizontal 

bedding) to the exposed rock in the crown during remining operations. With an estimated 24 ft of water 

head and more pervasive bedding at the HAL site, seepage forces were able to develop and load the steel 

sets at the HAL site. While the estimated levels of water at the VAL site may have been similar to those 

at the HAL site during remining (the water levels may have been lower), the less pervious and more 

horizontal bedding resulted in conditions where seepage did not develop at the exposed ground during 

remining. 
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6.2 Design of Resupport System 

The approach used to design the support system apparently was to size the temporary structural 

support elements for a load corresponding to 60 ft of overburden pressure, the same philosophy used 

in design of the precast segmental concrete liner, and to rely of the inherent strength of the Puente 

formation to temporarily support the steel sets as the heading was made. If the ground was self-

supporting, then after the segments were removed, small inward movements at the exposed surface 

would occur and the amount of load on the steel sets would be a function of how much of this small 

movement had occurred before the lagging was placed, and thus before the ground came in "contact" 

with the steel sets. If all the movement had occurred, then the only load on the foot block would be that 

from the self-weight of the steel sets. The foot blocks were of sufficient size to resist these loads. If all 

the movement had not occurred before the lagging was placed, then the foot blocks would have to resist 

this resulting load, as well as that from the self-weight of the steel sets. A scenario which resulted in 

small loads on the foot blocks was reasonable for remining in "dry" Puente formation based on the 

response of the Puente during the tunneling operations for the four Vermont and Hollywood tunnels; 

that is, good stand-up time was observed throughout tunneling operations and water was not 

encountered at the face. Indeed, the best indicators of future performance in underground construction 

are full scale field tests, which, in this context, the tunneling operations can be considered. One can not 

design the supports for all stages of temporary construction without recognizing the benefits of arching 

within the Puente formation. However, when considering the arching, it is prudent to include a 

component of earth loading in the design of the foot blocks. 

Evaluating the bearing capacity of the earth on which a foot block rests is a standard step in 

design of rib linings, as noted in Proctor and White.7 Safe support of the foot blocks is essential during 

the heading operation. The design of the resupport system was deficient in that the bearing capacity of 

the foot blocks apparently was never considered. Therefore, the question of appropriate loading for the 

steel sets under the temporary loading conditions never was an issue. While it is unrealistic to require 

the foot blocks to carry 60 ft of overburden pressure, it is also unrealistic to design the foot blocks only 

for self-weight of the steel sets without provisions for earth loading. In addition, the bearing capacity 

7 Proctor, R.V. and White, T.L., "Earth Tunneling with Steel Supports" Commercial Shearing Inc. 1977, 
pp. 143 and 161. 
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of the concrete wall beam was never considered in the calculations accompanying the remining submittal. 

Only the contact pressure (4878 psi) from the full design overburden pressure of 7200 psf was calculated. 

The ultimate load the foot blocks can sustain, based on consideration of the bearing capacity of 

the Puente formation at the remined area, was computed to vary between 9 to 23 kips, depending on the 

assumptions concerning the shear strength of the Puente and the size of the timber blocks (Table 5.1). 

This capacity is less than the 307 kip load corresponding to the design pressure of 7200 psf, the 81 kip 

load corresponding to the SKK-anticipated pressure of 1888 psf, and the 58 kip load corresponding to the 

WJE estimate of 1340 psf. Nevertheless, the system as it was constructed at the 164 ft long VAL remined 

area performed adequately, a testament to the self-supporting nature of the Puente formation. The 

presence of water and the resulting seepage forces, in combination with relatively small earth pressures, 

were all that was required to initiate a failure of the temporary support system. 

6.3 Adherence to Approved Procedures 

Review of the P-D daily reports made while remining both the HAL and VAL remined sections 

and information obtained from interviews with P-D and SKI< personnel indicate that the construction of 

the remined areas was conducted in substantial accordance with the procedures outlined in the SKI< 

submittal. Exceptions to the outlined procedures included: (1) all segments were saw cut after the split 

bolts were placed at the VAL remined area and before they were placed at the HAL remined area, rather 

than being sequentially saw cut as implied by the submittal, (2) the wood lagging was placed against the 

excavated ground and blocked against the steel sets, rather than placed inside the flanges of the steel sets 

as shown in the SKK submittal, (3) the concrete wall beam was placed along the first several foot blocks 

before the entire bench was excavated and the top quadrant of the tunnel supported, rather than waiting 

until the entire bench was excavated, (4) one split bolt was used in each segment rather than two, as 

stated in the submittal, and (5) no split bolts were placed through the Dutchman, but rather the 

Dutchman was bolted to the concrete segments. The order of the saw cutting, the number of split bolts, 

and the type of connection at the Dutchman most likely had little impact on the system. The second and 

third differences resulted in construction procedures which were better than those proposed in the SKI< 

submittal in that they provided a system with better support than originally proposed. 

6.4 Influence of a Preexisting Leak in the Water Main 

Seepage was first observed at about 12:30 a.m. The water source was thought by P-D personnel 
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to be a leak in the 10-in. main. A preexisting leak in the water main is unlikely considered for three 

reasons: (1) the surface settlements prior to movements occurring on June 22, were probably too small 

to cause cracking of the water main, (2) there was no indication of water on the street surface which 

usually accompanies ·significant water main leaks, and (3) the metallographic examination of the salvaged 

water main segments did not show any evidence of a preexisting leak (relatively few sections were 

recovered, however). Had a small leak occurred, the discharge would have added to the ground water 

in the area. This contribution would be very small compared to that from the recharge from the record 

amounts of rainfall which occurred in January 1995. Therefore, the possible presence of the preexisting 

leak is not relevant. 

6.5 Failure Sequence 

The collapse of the remined area at the HAL tunnel was initiated by a bearing failure of the foot 

blocks for the steel sets. The large settlements, estimated from 12 to 18 in., are evidence of this bearing 

capacity failure. It was reported that the foot blocks settled 6 to 12 in. by as early as 2:30 a.m., and 

presumably continued to settle as the night progressed. Loads on the steel sets initially were induced 

by the effects of seepage and, to a lesser extent, by stress redistribution after removing the concrete 

segments. As the foot blocks settled, the rock in the crown began to ravel. As the ravelling progressed, 

more and more load was transferred to the steel sets and remaining portions of the saw-cut concrete 

segments. The movements of the foot blocks resulted in a flattening of the crown of the tunnel. These 

large deep-seated movements at the crown would have resulted in settlements at the ground surface, 

which would have induced stresses in the water main, and eventually would cause the pipe to rupture. 

This raveling process continued as the seepage face extended from west to east in the exposed rock in 

the crown area. The evidence suggests that the pipe broke after the foot blocks settled 12 to 18 in. and 

just before the tunnel collapsed. The collapse occurred at 6:10 a.m., and the LADWP records indicate that 

the water main ruptured 10 minutes earlier. Apparently, the sudden influx of water at a rate of about 

14 cfs directly lead to the first collapse at 6:10 and development of the sinkhole at 6:15. Water and earth 

from this first collapse flowed to the west beyond CP 28 and into the HAR tunnel. Had the water main 

been shut off before it ruptured, damage may have been limited to large ground movements in the tunnel 

and resulting surface subsidence. It is also conceivable that the water main broke as the sinkhole 

developed. However, it is unlikely that a flow of earth and water for several hundred feet to the west 
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could occur without the prior addition of large quantities of water from the broken main. 

After this first collapse, water from the broken main filled the resulting sinkhole. At 11:35 a.m., 

this water broke through the remaining portion of the remined area and resulted in a surge of water, 

earth, and debris eastward through the HAL tunnel, past the Barnsdall shaft, and into the V AL tunnels. 

Had the water main been shut off before the initial collapse, this second collapse would not have 

occurred. 
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CHAPTER 7 - CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Failure Sequence 

The collapse of the remined area at the HAL tunnel was initiated by a bearing failure of the foot 

blocks for the steel sets. Loads on the steel sets initially were induced by the effects of seepage and, to 

a lesser extent, by stress redistribution after removing the concrete segments. Personnel at the site 

believed the source of the seepage was a leak in the 10-in. main above the tunnel. LADWP was asked 

to shut off the main at about 3:00 a.m. This investigation indicates that a preexisting leak is unlikely. 

Had a leak occurred, it would have made only a small contribution to the groundwater in the area. The 

ground water level was already well above the tunnel crown due to heavy rainfall in the preceding 

months. Therefore, the possible presence of a preexisting leak in the water main is not relevant. 

As the foot blocks settled, the rock in the crown began to ravel. As the ravelling progressed, 

more load was transferred to the steel sets and remaining portions of the saw-cut concrete segments. 

These movements of the foot blocks resulted in a flattening of the crown of the tunnel. These large deep

seated movements would have resulted in settlements at the ground surface, which would induce stresses 

in the water main, and eventually cause the pipe to rupture. This raveling process continued as the 

seepage face extended from west to east in the exposed rock in the crown area. The water main probably 

broke before the collapse of the tunnel supports since the collapse reportedly occurred at 6:10 a.m. and 

the LADWP records indicate the water main ruptured 10 minutes earlier. Apparently, the sudden influx 

of water at a rate of about 14 cfs directly lead to the first collapse at 6:10 and development of the sinkhole 

at 6:15. Water and earth from this first collapse flowed to the west beyond CP 28 and into the HAR 

tunnel. Had the water main been shut off before it ruptured, damage may have been limited to large 

ground movements in the tunnel and resulting surface subsidence. After this first collapse, water from 

the broken main filled the resulting sinkhole for at least 45 minutes until the main was shut off. At 11:35 

a.m., this ponded water broke through the remaining portion of the remined area and resulted in a surge 

of water, earth, and debris eastward through the HAL tunnel, past the Barnsdall shaft, and into the VAL 

tunnels. 

7.2 Support Svstem Design 

The approach used to design the support system apparently was to size the temporary structural 
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support elements for a load corresponding to 60 ft of overburden pressure, the same philosophy used 

in design of the precast segmental concrete liner, and to rely on the inherent strength of the Puente 

formation to temporarily support the steel sets as the heading was made. Based on the observed 

performance of the Puente formation at the excavated face in the remined areas during tunneling 

operations, the ground was self-supporting for the time it was exposed during tunneling. 

The design of the resupport system was deficient in that the bearing capacity of the foot blocks 

apparently was never considered. Safe support of the foot blocks is essential during the heading 

operation. Evaluating the capacity of a foot block is a standard step in design of rib linings. In addition, 

the bearing capacity of the concrete wall beam also was never considered in the remining submittal. 

Therefore the question of appropriate temporary loading for the steel sets apparently never was an issue 

in the design. While it is unrealistic to require that the foot blocks carry 60 ft of overburden pressure, 

it is also unrealistic to design the foot blocks without provisions for any earth loading. 

7.3 Geologic and Groundwater Conditions at the HAL and VAL Sites 

The design of the resupport system did not incorporate infonnation obtained in the face records 

and the water level data relating to the Puente formation at the remined areas. Face records indicated 

the Puente formation at the HAL site had more well-formed secondary structure than that at the VAL 

site. Bedding planes dipped 65 to 70 degrees at the HAL location, as compared to the near horizontal 

bedding at the VAL section. The Puente at the HAL site could transmit water more freely than at the 

VAL site, especially after loosening the joints and bedding planes during initial tunneling. The failure 

occurred after very high monthly rainfalls were recorded in Los Angeles. The significance of the water 

level rises at OW-18 was not appreciated, and its consequences not anticipated. 

7.4 Adherence to Approved Remining Procedures 

The construction of the remined areas was conducted in substantial accordance with the 

procedures outlined in the SKI< submittal. Minor variations occurred which did not significantly affect 

the performance. 

7.5 Conclusion 

In conclusion, the tunnel failure is due to a deficient design of the temporary support for the steel 

sets. This design deficiency became apparent when seepage within the Puente formation was 

encountered during remining. Flow from the 100in. water main did not contribute to the initial foot block 
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failure, but damage would have been significantly reduced if the water main were shut off earlier. 
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rr-lr .. ,r_ Commercial Pantex Sika, Inc. 
DATE2-22-94 BY R.SMITH PE SHEET ~ OF 4 

p.es 

L.A. METRO RED LINE 
8-251 

SH~~S K~lrLE~E~~Y J.V. 

ALLO~ABLE LOAD CALCULATIONS 
~~~~~~~~~~--~~~-----------------------------------

W8 X 28 Ib/ft 

A --8.25-i~2---

S = 24.3 in3 

I ;; 98.0 in 4 

r = 3.45 in 

(Grade 50 steel) 

R = outside rib radius = 10.66 ft = , 27.9 in 
s "= blocking point spacing = 0 in 

(continuous contact with surrounding ground) 
b - rise in chord between blocking pts ==0 in 

fb = allowable bending stress == .75 Fy = 37500 
(due to cold-working of steel) 

" E = modulus of elasticity of steel - 29 x 10 6 

S. F. = safety foctor 
d = rib spqcing. c/c = varies 

TA M 
fb= A+S- M == 0.86 b TA 

blocking goints 

psi R 

. 
pSI 

fb X A X S 
Allowable ring th rust T A = - 37500 (8.25 ) 24.3 

S + .86 x b X A 24 . .3 + .86 (0) 8.25 

- 309375 Ib / rib 

AllowabJe thrust due to critical buckling : 

T = ~ x E X I _ 3 (29x10 6) 98.0 
cb R 2 x S.F. (127.9)2 1.25 -

Use T = TA or T cb ( the smaller value) 

Al10wable load = T 309375 

d x R (4.0)( 1 0.66) 
References! 

Rock Tunneling with Steel Supports.Proctor &. White, 
pp '91-232 

Theory of Elastic Stobility • Timoshenko. 
pp 297-300 

416960 lb/rib 

- 725~ PSF (4'-0" c/c) 
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., -.art. altlt" ............. ......... ,..,. .. ~ __ ... _ ........ _ L._ •• __ ............. _ ... _ ._ •• _____ ........ __ ..... \. __ • ___ ... _ ....... \La_ .... __ ... __ ~III •• .1 "..,.,.At./IJa.lII 
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. LOS A~E:.~E;.S ~ c..A.. 
DATE2-1-94 BY R.SMITH PE SHEET 40F' 1- SH8\-\<,e..J\T-k€:t\.\lJ'(~v 

ALLOWABLE LOAD CALCULATIONS - WOOD LAGGING 

As the lagging begins to deflect under vertical pressure, the soil will 
arch to a height hA depending upon the angle of internal friction of 
the soil. An assumed orch shope is shown below. The soil will 
develop shear stresses along the dotted lines, with the arch load being 
carried by the lagging end transferred to the ribs. The soif lood 
between arches will be carried directly by the ribs. 

Assume logging is 3" X 8" Allowable bending stress fb = 1400 psi 

b d 2 
Section modulus S ::; 6 = 12 i~. 

Allowable moment M = fb X S 
=(1400)(12.0) . 
=16800 in-lb 

Moment for simple beam wI triangular ·Ioad: 

M= W 6 I W = Pv x I x 0.67 ft 

M- Pv·12.!- =16800 in-lb=1400 ft-Ib 
• 6 

P == 6(1400) = 940 sf 
v (.67)(3.66)2 P 

Amount of allowable overburden = 940' psf / 130 pcf - 7.2 ft of soil. 
or rock 

3.66 ft unsupported I-
4'-0- c cribs 

nft0i'1NIIT tcJlIct· ...., ~ .u ... ~ pI.Ms. .... ~ ~'11001"~ "'1.a~ to ~~ aM -".tv ~ aNI au .-~ -..c"-"c., .... •• • $ 
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-:~,. ?ARSONS~DILLINGHAM 

: ....... METRO R~ll CONSTRUCTION MANAGER 

R81 Metro Red Line Seg-2 

I 

LETTER 
OF TRANSMITTAL 
RESPONSE TO SUBMITTAL 

TO: SHEA-KIEWIT-KENNY J. V. 
4 773 HOllYWOOD BLVD. 

SUBMITTAL: B251-02344-1.3-5.01 
CDRL #: 696 

DATE: 05/19/94 J08 NO: 8251 

FROM: '~S. J. CALVANICO. RESIDENT ENGINEER 

SEa: R81-B251-REC-2104 

FILE: 'CA160 8251-02344-1.3-5.01 

cc: ~ 8. Ghadiali, Proj Unit Manager 825 
80MI GHADIALI 

LOS ANGELES. CA 90027-0097 - J. DEVINE/R. DAMES. CONSTRUCTIOI = D. MARTINEZ. SYSTEM ENGINEER 
ATTENTION: ROBERT B. GORDON.PRJ.MGR. 

-:- DCC ","S0020.1 
CONTRACT ;':TITLE: B251 ! VERMONT/HOllYWOOD TUNNEL 

;:::EFERENCE: B251-CRE-02346 RECEIVED 05/1 6i94 

SUBJECT: SUBMITTAL 8251-02344-1.3-5.01 CDRl: 696 
ALIGNMENT REPAIR FOR CONCRETE TUNNEL SEGMENTS 

1 AM SENDING YOU: [XXX] ATTACHED UNDER SEPERA TE COVER 

CONTRACT DRAWINGS 
SPECIFICA TIONS 
SKETCHES 

10 NO: DESCRIPTION 

RFI/C RESPONSE 
CHANGE NOTICE 
CHANGE ORDER 

[ XXX] SUBMlrr AL RESPONSE 
I 1 OTHER: 

REV. 10 DISPOSITION 

B251·02344·1.3·5.01 ALIGNMENT REPAIR FOR CONCRETE TUNNEL SEGMENTS 5.01 APP 

COM PANTEX 
LETTER 

DRAWINGS AND CALCS FOR RESUPPORT STl. SETS 
SKK ALIGNMENT REPAIR FOR CONCRETE TUNNEL 
LINER 

APP 
APP 

DISPOSITION: APP - APPVD/ACCPTD AS SUBMITTED 

RE-SUBMIT ,J'D ITEMS NO LATER THAN: N/A 

-.IH)fOV€O as Suommeo, 

.:. IOcn! venlure O'! 
'!'It Rilen M ParlOns Comoany 
::.e leuw. Citn,r & Como;rnv 
J,Ulnqrwn ConSlrualOll N.A. Inc 

523 Wesl SIXln Slreel 
SUll.400 
Los AngeleS. C./llom., 9001. 
1213} 362-6000 

"lAV :~.' 
j I :..' v 

-In·"\,: :_.1. 

J. HARRINGTON 
05/19/94 14: 29 



~hea 8251-02344-13-5.01 
~'fWie~it . 

~llKenny 
Joint Venture 
Uc. No. 647809 

Parsons-Dillingham 
4773 Hollywood Blvd. 
Los Angels, CA 90027 

.Attention: Mr. Salvatore Calvanico, R.E. 

RE: Metro Red Line Contract B-251 

4n3 Hollywood Blvd. • P.O. Box 27097 
Los Angeles, California 90027 

(213) 953·7700 • Fax: (213) 953·n07 

May 16, 1994 

R81-B251-cRE-2344 

Subj~ct: Alignment Repair for Concrete Tunnel Liner 
.. -

Gentlemen: 

We respectively request your review and approval of the attacheo 
calculations. . .. 

The following paragraphs address the comments made in the Response 
to Submittal B251-02344-1.3-5.00. Paragraph numbers ( ) refer to 
like-designated paragraphs in Response to Submittal letter (Refer 
to the copy of the attached letter). 

(1) The design presented in this submittal is for horizontal 
remining only. If other conditions are encountered, an 
appropriate submittal shall follow. 

(2) The calculations have been revised to show the compatibility 
of the steel rib design and the precast concrete segment 
design. The intermediate supports have been redesigned as 
shown in the calculations. 

(3) Calculations for rock anchor capaci ties have been submitted in 
the previous approved submittal B251-02312-1.5-5.00. A copy 
is provided for your reference. 

(4) The proposed submittal is designed only for sections 
completely- wi thin puente. If other conditions are 
encountered, an appropriate submittal shall follow. 

(5) For a detailed excavation sequence, see construction sequence 
in calculations. 

(6) For post and foot plate design and bearing capacity 
calculations, see calculations. 



, 

-~hea 
~iWiewit . 
~I[enny 

Joint Venture 
Uc. No. 647809 

4773 Hollywood Blvd. • P.O. Box 27097 
los Angeles. California 90027 

(213) 953·7700 • Fax: (213) 953·7707 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please advise. 

RBG:sml:sml 

Enclosure 

2 

Very truly yours, 

M~~~ 
Robert B. Gordon 
Project Manager 



PARSONS-DILUNGHAM 
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METF\O RAIL CONSTF\UCTlON lIAHAGER 

R81 Metro Red Line Seg-2 SUBMlliAL: 8251-02344-1.3-5.00 
CDRllI: 696 

LETTER 
OF TRANSMITTAL 
RESPONSE TO SUBMITTAL 

TO: SHEA-KIEW1T-KENNY J.V. 
4773 HOllYWOOD BLVD. 
LOS ANGELES. CA 90027'{)097 

ATTENTION: ROBERT B. GORDON,PRJ.MGR. 
6 

CONTRACT:: ITITLE: 8251 1 V8W0NTJHOLL YWOOD TUNNEL 

REFERENCE: 8251 -CRE-Ql938 RECEVEO 02/24/94 

SUBJECT: SUBMITTAL 8251-02344-' .3-5.00 CORL: 696 

DATE: 03/22/94 JOB NO: 8251 

FROM: S. J. CALVANICO, RESIDENT ENGINEER 

SEa: R81 -B2S1-REC-1 848 
FILE: CA 1 60 8251 -02344-' .3-5.00 

cc: _ B. Ghadiali, Proj Unit Manager, 825 
BOMI GHADIALI 

- J. DEVINE/R. DAMES, CONSTRUCTJC = D. MARTINEZ, SYSTEM ENGINEER = DCC i S0020.1 

ALIGNMENT REPAIR FOR CONCRETE TUNNEL SEGMENTS 

I AM SENDING YOU: [XXX} ATTACHED UNDER SEPERA TE COVER 

CONTRACT DRAWINGS 
SPEC!FICA TIONS 
SKETCHES 

RFIIC RESPONSE 
CHANGE NOTICE 
CHANGE ORDER 

[ XXX 1 SUBMITTAL RESPONSE 
[J OTHER: 

JD NO: DESCRlPTlON REV. 10 DISPOSITION 

8251·02344.·1.3·5.00 ALIGNMENT REPAJR FOR CONCRETE TUNNEL SEGMENTS 5.00 REJ 

J COM PANTEX DRA\NINGS AND CALCS FOR RESUPPORT SiL. SETS REJ 

DISPOSITION: REJ . REJECTE:>; RESUBMIT 

RE·SUBMIT .J'O ITEMS NO LATER THAN: 0412' /94 

Relec~ed: Revise and Resubmit. 

See foilo ... ·.·mg remarks from EMC reviewer: 
; . The aeslgn IS aoproprlate If onlv horizontal remining and resupport is required. Quick review of the 
remrnrng cross-sectIons mdlCate that remmmg will require sectIons with vertical offsets as well, for which 
SUCT! a scheme IS not appropriate. Provide details for the full range of conditions encountered. 
2. The precast concrete segment desIgn load differs greatly from that used by the structural steel designer 
iCommerc:all. The two deSIgns must be compatible. It appears the structural steel ribs would be adequate. 
provided bearrng plates and details are sized accordingly, but the waJl plate and intermediate support details 
will requIre mooification. 
3. No calculatIons are provided for the rock anchors. Please provide calculations and details. 
4. These detaJis are appropriate tor sectIons wholly within Puente. 
5. Minrng ot such a sectIon reqUires careful control of excavation and control of ground. Provide detailed 
excavation seauence, intermediate support details and face stability methods. 
6. Provlae post and foot plate deSJgn and bearing capacity calculations. 

Th,s suumlttal lacks prrmary calculations and necessary support details which are critical to the safe 
execution of ~~IS remrnrng operation. Please provIde these details and calculations for review and approval. 

SIGNED: k ~----.,---~ h 
i. J. CAL VANICO. RESIDENT ENGINEER 

o ~ :., .. ' .. - .. ..-. 
.. .... . -~.j • .. t .. 

.. •.. .;... . .,'., 
J. HARRINGTn~J 
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Commercial Pantex Sika, Inc. 
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DATEZ-22-94 BY R.SMJTH PE SHEET 3 OF ~ 

I ALLO\J ABLE L-DA"D CALCULATIONS 
W8 X 28 Jb/ft (Grade 50 steel) 

;---8.25 -;;2---
~ S = 24.3 in3 

I ;:;: 98.0 in 4 

r = 3.45 in 
R - outside rib radius = 10.66 ft = , 27.9 in 
5 = blocking point spacing = 0 in 

(continuous contact with surrounding ground) 
b - .rise in chord between blocking pts =0 in 

fb = allowable bending stress = .75 Fy = 37500 psi 
(due to cold-working of steel) 

E = modulus of elasticity of steel - 29 x 10 6 psi 
S.F. = safety foctor 
d = rib spocing. c/c- varies 

TA M 
f b = A + S M = 0.86 b TA 

_ fb x A x S 
Allowable ring thrust I A = = 

37500 (8.25 ) 24 . .3 

S + .86 x b X A 24 . .3 + .86 (0) 8.25 

- 309375 Ib / rib 

Allowable thrust due to critical buckling ; 

T b = ~ x E x r _ 3 (29x10 6) 98.0 
c R 2 x S.F. (127.9)2' .25 -

Use T = T A or T cb ( the smaller value) 

Allowable load = T 309375 

d x R (4~O)( 10.66) 
References: . 

Rock Tunneling with Steel Support.s..Proctcr &. White, 
pp , 91-2.32 

Theory of Elastic Stobility , TImOld aenkc , 
pp 207-300 

416960 Ib/rib 

- 7255 PSF' (4'-O"c/c) 
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DATE 2-1-94 BY R.SMITH PE SHEET ~ or 5:: SHE:A- KI'E:YJrr- k~~lJ'( S-v 

ALLOWABLE LOAD CALCULATIONS - WOOD LAGGING 

As the logging begins to denect under vertical pressure, the soif will 
orch to c height h" depending upon the angle of internal friction of 
the soil. An assumed orch shope is shown below. The soil will 
develop shear stresses olong the dotted lines, with the· arch load being 
£orried by the lagging and transferred to the ribs. The soil lood 
between arches will be carried directly by the ribs. 

Assume lagging is 'S X alt Allowable bending stress fb = , 400 psi 

b d 2 
Section modulus S = 6 ::: 1 2 i~. 

Allowable moment M -= fb X S 
=(1400)( 12.0) . -
=16800 in-Ib 

Moment for 
M- W x I 

simple beom wi triangular load: 

- 6 W = Pv x I x 0.67 ft 

f? 2 2 
M- v·

1 
."! = 16800 in-Jb= 1400 ft-lb 

r- 6 

p = 6(1400) = 940 sf 
v (.67)(3.66)2 P 

Amount of aHowable overburden II:: 940· psf / '30 pef - 7.2 ft of soil 
or rock 

./ 

3.66 ft unsupported 

,...,...r Ml1J1Z .......... _ ..... ~ ........ _= .. -.. .... ~..., til ..-..eM .. ..,.tv 10 aM au __ ~..... • 
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construction Sequence 

1. Install 2 rock anchors (i.e. 2 ft. o.c. at 45 degrees) in 
each arch segment on the tu~nel side that does not get 
removed. 

2. Sawcut and remove upper quarter of tunnel precast concrete 
ring (i.e. 4 ft.). Only one upper quarter segment is to be 
removed at any time without upper quarter steel sets 
installed. 

3. Install steel dutchman, upper quarter steel set and lagging. 
Install one rock anchor in the steel dutchman. 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until entire upper bench is completed. 

5. Pour wall beam with 5000 psi concrete. 

6. Sawcut and remove lower quarter of tunnel precast concrete 
ring (i.e. 4 ft.). Only one lower quarter segment is to be 
removed at any time without lower quarter steel sets 
installed. 

7. Install steel lower quarter post and lagging. 

8. Repeat steps 6 and 7 until entire lower bench is completed. 
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SLOWER PROGRESS: , , 
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FIRM RUNNING WELL BEDDED MASSIVE 
RAVEUNG R.OWlNG JOINTED BLOCKY 
SQUEEZING SWEWNG SHEARED WATER 



CONTRACT 

8251 
. PARSONS - DILLINGHAM 

GEOTECHNICAL TUNNEl-·HEADING REPORT 

DATE: , (?n ( 93 TI M E: 

HEADING: Hall VWOOD - AL 

STATION: 4-(' 5" 7- o'b J' t 

RING NO: 96 

PHOTOGRAPH NO: __ -_____ _ 

SOIL I ROCK SAMPLE NO: --

INSPECTOR: ~ !) ----
HARD ROCK IN - RING #: 

HARD ROCK OUT - RING #: __ --_-__ _ 

GPR SURVEY RING #: __ -____ _ 
---ROCK SPLITTER USED: _____ _ 

SLOWER PROGRESS: ___ --==-__ _ 
GROUNDWATER INFLOW GPM: _---_-__ 

GAS TESTING: __ --_______ _ 

COMMENTS: _________ _ 

"'b _ 1( ~., .,t ~"jj.t~ ~ I 'J~"0+tJl"'.d) 
\s;o~~ ~~~~, .. v_! \t~j\!. vv: \"tt~\ 

i 
; 
i 

1---.. 

.!_~\ A ,'/ I 
• I \ '.....,.-. ~ 

i ~ ~ / (n~: 
-- i . \ I P :0-

t ,: 

~~ i 
B I 

-: 

SCALE'· - 5' 

SOIL ~ PROPERTIES 

.~ 

NO MATERIAL USCS COLOR DENSITY CONSISTENCY STRENGTH WEATHERING MOISTURE 
f\ \> ",-, 'I'~~. - 'S'OO)"lo;. ~'", "'~\\':I"J 

~ I , -- 'U.,;.: 0\'\-1: .~ ... 
- .J 

FACE CLASSIFJCATION 
SOIL CB..OCK) 

ARM RUNNING WELl BEDDED MASSIVE 
RAVELING R..OWJNG JOINTED '>< BLOCKY >( 

SQUEEZJNG SWEWNG SHEARED X WATER 



CONTRACT 

8251 
PARSONS - DILL~NGHAM 

GEOTECHNICAL TUNNEL HEADING REPORT 

5 W1AlQ 
DATE: t /::3(/ /13 TIM E: /931; 
HEADING: HOllYWOOD· Al 

STATION: 4b§ + !flf.. v 
RING NO: ./C1~ 

PHOTOGRAPH NO: __ -___ _ 

SOIL I ROCK SAMPLE NO: _-___ _ 

INSPECTOR: ~T 

HARD ROCK IN - RING #: --
HARD ROCK OUT - RING #: _-__ _ 

GPR SURVEY RING #: _---____ _ 
-. 

ROCK SPLITTER USED: _-_-___ _ 
.. -.. .... 

SLOWER PROGRESS: _-=--=-___ _ 
(A) 
~_-----\ ,..:...,...-__ '......,-...... _ .. __ \~ __ .-L_.~"---._ ... _ .. 

\ 
GROUNDWATER INFLOW GPM: _-__ -
GAS TESTING: _-=~ _____ _ 
COMMENTS: ________ _ MuckiCB) 
(A)- /J/9J/i.Y 5)/EARq? AIvP J{J//v'TEj) l t 

oJ' 
~-----~~------

~---~ Z!:JE1!TE 11M ~EPf?lA/~ IS liIYR/.S77/s1qdt5/IE'p. 
I 

OXIDILED fLl{NiE IS fR12fNT A7 
me:. C~AJIJMlA· fl4sr TO 

SCALE 1· - 5' 

f"£AvATE. 11f) vv1J7E& SFE"¥~ ()/JT tJr; 

SOil I ROCK PROPERTIES 
NO MATERIAL USCS COLOR DENSITY CONSISTENCY STRENGTH WEATHERING 

- - Mp]). tff.EsH 

FAc'e CLASSIFICATION ".,--. 

SOIL \ ROCK) 
FIRM RUNNING WELL BEDDED - MASSIVE 
RAVELING A.OWlNG JOINTED ~ BLOCKY 
SQUEEZING SWEWNG SHEARED ..-X WATER 

MOISTURE 



CONTRACT 
8251 

PARSONS - DILLINGHAM 
GEOTECHNICAL TUNNEL HEADING REPORT 

DATE: 

HEADING: 

STATION: 

RING NO: 

SWN/q 

b~O /13 TIME: 22 20 

HOU YWOOD - Al 

465" -1- 56 / 
./oB 

PHOTOGRAPH NO: __ -_-___ _ 

SOIL I ROCK SAMPLE NO: _-___ _ 

INSPECTOR: 5T 
HARD ROCK IN - RING #: 

HARD ROCK OUT - RING #: _-= __ _ 
GPR SURVEY RING #: __ -___ _ 

ROCK SPLITTER USED: _-___ _ 

SLOWER PROGRESS: __ - ___ _ 

GROUNDWATER INFLOW GPM: _-__ 

GAS TESTING: ___ -= ___ _ 
COMMENTS: ___ ~:: ___ _ 

(A)- hi/GilLY 9IlAREP /d.NP ,To!N7EP 
DLlEIITE. FM. SOME OXIDIZE D 
I 

pUENTe /.5 p'RrS~NT AT Tile 
CRpNN AREA ( YEllowISH BRoIUI) 
IN c;qLPR ) +iAc£ IS E~'( To EXcAVATE.. 

8) - MLJc.K EXCAVATEJ) fR12!1 tiME 

~~---
SCALE'· - 5' 

SOil I ROCK PROPERTIES 
NO MATERIAL uses COLOR DENSITY CONSISTENCY STRENGTH WEATHERING 

FACE CLASSIRCATION ~ 

SOIL (ROCK) 
FIRM RUNNING WELL BEDDED - MASSIVE 
RAVELING R.OWlNG JOINTED X BLOCKY 
SQUEEZING SWEWNG SHEARED X WATER 

MOISTURE 

MfJ/5T 



CONTRACT 

8251 
PARSONS - DILLINGHAM 

GEOTECHNICAL TUNNEl' HEADING REPORT 

DATE: 

HEADING: 

STATION: 

RING NO: 

fj?oicfz TIME:2B: '/0 
HOLLYWOOD - Al 

itS-f!tO /' 
[09 

PHOTOGRAPH NO: _____ _ 

SOIL I ROCK SAMPLE NO: ___ _ 

INSPECTOR: J B 
HARD ROCK IN - RING #: 

HARD ROCK OUT - RING #: ___ _ 

GPR SURVEY RING #: _____ _ 

ROCK SPLITTER USED: _____ _ 

SLOWER PROGRESS: _____ _ 

GROUNDWATER INFLOW GPM: _0 __ 

GAS TESTING: _______ _ 

COMMENTS: Pt4sJJJE ,F/"" J aza.;V~-
> 

l3(Jo.(/i'Y;{j I /'01 S-;- /10~4i)"Y , 
:S/I(~tfCf) I1JrTf-f fA/U:I /::cI/t:la~jJ 

s::.' ,':;/v c/!?J.D~ 3 I LUI E-t -;f! 6et5--f) 
of/rC.;<:. ~/,R& F,1cE / t3~.DD/.-{)t, 

.-~ 

i \ 
i \ 
i \ 
! \ 

\ ; \ 

Ll \'-
! \ 
! \ 
i -\ 
: / \ 

i........... '. 

/ 

) 
,; 

I I , 
; 

SCALE'· - 5' 

/G fI /6 t! z:/ ./ i 'S.:"(U ,t:;(;Q 1'1)1 /) Iv ~ Di s71/JL:;- / AI 0 II Jr! f) Radi) 

SOIL! ROCK PROPERTIES 
NO MATERIAL USCS COLOR DENSrTY CONSISTENCY STRENGTH WEATHERING 

FACE CLASSIACATION 
SOIL ROCK 

FIRM RUNNING WEll BEDDED MASSIVE 
RAVEUNG R..OWlNG JOINTED BLOCKY 
SQUEEZING SWEWNG SHEARED WATER 

MOISTURE 



CONTRACT 
8251 

PARSONS - DILLINGHAM 
GEOTECHNICAL TUNNEl' HEADING REPORT 

DATE: 

HEADING: 

STATION: 

tf.?Of8TIME: // / () 

HOU YWOOD - AL 

'f '5+1j~ ./ 

1\ /1 
1 \ ~ I 
l \ \ / \ i 
f\\: AId 

(// 
i - \ ~w· // i 

'.. • ) \ I l 
" ! '.", /! ", RING NO: 

PHOTOGRAPH NO: _____ _ 

SOIL I ROCK SAMPLE NO: ___ _ 

INSPECTOR: Jf3 
~=---

HARD ROCK IN - RING #: -
i 

HARD ROCK OUT - RING #: ___ _ 

GPR SURVEY RING #: _____ _ I 
ROCK SPLIITER USED: _____ _ 

SLOWER PROGRESS: _____ _ 

-............------GROUNDWATER INFLOW GPM: ....JO",,"-__ 

GAS TESTING: ___ --=-___ _ 

COMMENTS: p!J6i.·:t6 F/,?", , ,j!ltJ;';~~ 
et?;wrJ J (?z 0 /)6~/f-~1j' SfI £t:J.((C ;) 

W 111 Gt;;2t.J 5PA(E.D 5LJ ~I;£;: ~ .. .:)l5 
11/6HtY NE.N.:--')J&2ciJ I NP (3r/)),. !/~ 
I4.PP~ pa-~j /5 

I 
j 

r----, 

~ 

". 

--'---
J;{j{U( 

/V/ I I 
• I 

\. 

SCALE 1· - 5' 

SOIL I ROCK PROPERTIES 

-----~-

NO MATERIAL uses COLOR DENSITY CONSISTENCY STRENGTH WEATHERING MOISTURE 
.~) Pir6'.;76 I~/.\.I (/r:;t:; PJC,4jl /'.:" .... ~ -_~-I'~./) /f/O.JS)-

FACE CLASSIACATION 
SOIL ROCK 

FIRM RUNNING WELL BEDDED MASSIVE 
RAVEUNG R.OWlNG JOINTED BLOCKY 
SQUEEZING SWEWNG SHEARED WATER 



CONTRACT 

8251 
PARSONS - DILLINGHAM 

GEOTECHNICAL TUNNEL HEADING REPORT 

.-

DATE: 9!Cf!7sT1ME: elf S 
HEADING: 

STATION: 

RING NO: 

VERMONT· Al 

44J+2S; 
l.fyo 

PHOTOGRAPH NO: ______ _ 

SOIL I ROCK SAMPLE NO: ____ _ 

INSPECTOR: ELL rs 
HARD ROCK IN • RING #: 

HARD ROCK OUT - RING #: ____ _ 

GPR SURVEY RING #: _____ _ 

ROCK SPLITTER USED: _____ _ 

SLOVJER PROGRESS: _____ _ 

GROUNDWATER INFLOW GPM: __ _ 

GAS TESTING: ___ ~ ____ _ 

COMMENTS: A t 'KeJJ ,'!>b · t3~~ ~ " 
C L...A'{ ; L-OIIV PIC>.> ~,'c.. "9 

'I~ 
\ 
I 

, I 

I, -L, ; ~ " 

.. ~,.---~-__ >\.@L C::-i~' .. ---~ 
", '.; -z.-...,' "2.-

':---

.. __ ._ ....... . _t!J .... V._.~K __ ._._._ .. 
SCALE'· = 5' 

SOil! ROCK PROPERTIES 
NO DENSITY CONSISTENCY STRENGTH WEATHERING MOISTURE 

FACE CLASSIFICATION 

WELL BEDDED -_.-.t"lVI ASSI VE 
FLOWING JOINTED BLOCKY 

SQUEEZING SWELLING SHEARED WATER 



CONTRACT 

8251 
PARSONS - DILLINGHAM 

GEOTECHNICAL TUNNEL HEADING REPORT 

DATE: 1'..'r-13TIME: tl :17 
HEADING: VERMONT.- AL 

STATION: 4l-/0 4 97 
RING NO: 4'17 
PHOTOGRAPH NO: ______ _ 

SOIL I ROCK SAMPLE NO: _=-__ _ 
INSPECTOR: EI tlb 
HARD ROCK IN - RING #: 

HARD ROCK OUT - RING It: ____ _ 

GPR SURVEY RING It: _____ _ 

ROCK SPU-J J ER USED: _____ _ 

SLOWER PROGRESS: _____ _ 

GROUNDWATER INFLOW GPM: __ _ 

GAS TESTING: ________ _ 

COMMENTS: _________ _ 

A:. R eJJ ,~ ~ 'B!9 W~ C,-P, '( 

B. c. Q Ilvv jv""'" - )?eclJI) b\l~ 

\ r--.....-: ------ " . \ I I 

\ I c. L4'f " '\ &: It' 
~ \~ ----,' 

, I I --\ ! I 
... \ I 

".... \ I " ... _' , .... _-_ .... _ .. _._ .•.•. -_ .. _ ..... \ •.•. --. _ ........ -.•. _._-_._ .•.•.. _- ... _. __ ._._ ...... . 

-', ~ \ ~""-./ ---
(r----'"'-'-;;--)' ~' ~' ~., , ~-----~ 
-_____ ®,:/~~U v'~r~' _=' 

--- -----_ I _-----

. __ . ____ . __ ._ .. _~.:...::.:._:.:::."'!...._ ....... " __ ... _ .. ' ...... ~ .. ::_"::.:':' ... ~. ~ ... ':"":0 .• ___..--:..:-:..:.-,.:.;--~. 

~ 

© 

SCALE'· = S' 

/ 
./ 

/ 
/ 

CL~ 'L vV,',,,, to 0/., c ~ ",~c. \..."- ot ""-If'ctJlsr-J p'..J('-" k ! V'? Ol')/- ",-,..pJl';"" >1, / 1-

./ J 

SOIL I ROCK PROPERTIES 
NO MATERIAL USCS COLOR DENSITY CONSISTENCY STRENGTH WEATHERING MOISTURE 

It C. .... A'f ReJ 0. .... - ..cJ . r,r rloiJ.-c..L-. ~~ :'~ ~~ ... -p C o )( \,)",;1.1...., CL- ((f'J ~~ ..... - Nt' cil v""' ~. J.:'" - y"'iJI'~ 

C-. ·H ... ~"t.1r ~ T'P '?~"",.:..e. - Ve..f., ~~k:.. V-e '/ ....... r"olr~ 
I 

FACE CLASSIFICATION /:::- "" SOIL .. ' ;;:;;;-- "- -.... (ROC~ 
FIRM RUNNING / WELL BEDDEo:::' MASSIVE 
RAVELING FLOWING ........ ~ BLOCKY 
SQUEEZING SWELLING SHEARED WATER 



CONTRACT 

8251 
PARSONS - DILLINGHAM 

GEOTECHNICAL TUNNEL HEADING REPORT 

.-

DATE: <1'-~- ~:!>TIME: {3Y5 
HEADING: VERMONT - AL 

STATION: l1Lfa +13 
RING NO: J-/5 .3 
PHOTOGRAPH NO: __ -___ _ 

SOIL I ROCK SAMPLE NO: ___ _ 

INSPECTOR: £ II ~5 
HARD ROCK IN - RING #: 

HARD ROCK OUT - RING #: ___ _ 

GPR SURVEY RING #: _____ _ 

ROCK SPLITTER USED: ------
SLOWER PROGRESS: _____ _ 

GROUNDWATER INFLOW GPM: ---
GAS TESTING: ________ _ 

COMMENTS: ________ _ 

A. «eJJ~~ 1)vav~ cLAy 
r-.O\)~. I"'I-ed,'v""' sJ-,JJ:,. teL.,,) 

I ,.,/ 

\ 

. , 
: \ 
; " ~ , 

, , , , 
I 
f , , , , :. \ , 
, 
I 

-: , 
\ , 

'h:~ 
--.---.--.-~ 

SCALE 1· 0::: 5' 

. 
SOIL I ROCK PROPERTIES 

NO MATERIAL uses COLOR DENSITY CONSISTENCY STRENGTH WEATHERING 
It Ctf..Y CL. 17 e..i .;:1/':>"", -- - YV\t'J, ... ~ j; I {t. -
B ' , c.t-
c. rvp ....... +<., P"*,,k. Olllc..-J '" - - , V'1 xl ,J-et;. L 

v 

FACE CLASSIFICATION ".. .. ~ 

SOIL - (R~ 
FIRM RUNNING r' twELLB~~ MASSIVE 
RAVELING FLOWING .... "'"- 1"'0>,&._ ....... ~ BLOCKY ~'-' ........... 
SQUEEZING SWELLING SHEARED WATER 

- -

MOISTURE 
;"'~sJ. 

r--. 0 r ~~ 

f'-: I ~J-



CONTRACT 

8251 
PARSONS - DILLINGHAM 

GEOTECHNICAL TUNNEL HEADING REPORT 

5" //lI /1/ Gr .-

DATE: 1/; IV TIME: / ttf 0 

STATION: 

RING NO: 

HARD ROCK OUT - RING #: _-___ _ 

GPR SURVEY RING #: __ . ____ _ 

ROCK SPLITTER USED: _-____ _ 

SLOWER PROGRESS: _-_____ _ ~--, ... ---___ ! (8_) Tp __ . _______ ... _._ .. · 
GROUNDWATER INFLOW GPM: ---
GAS TESTING: _-_-_-_______ _ 

COMMENTS: _________ _ 

'P) !(~:JijIUM- c ~ ~ r (C L ). 2L/1~ G/.'··: 

/4EP/!..l~4 STIFP". 

- ~ , ,: / /' '/,.- 1/-)' 
~,' p:Jr/f7"E 11M J H !~(.J _! '//'- I' , 

5. ./h----/ I,"~ ~/~/r (- (J'r-r4-'" /" ./ .,-, _.' --/"'1 v:.::,/ ,', ; -' v/,, .- (//1/ / /--;~ • /, 

. 

: 

--.Ji:Jci~~~-
SCALE 1· - 5' 

I 

SOIL I ROCK PROPERTIES 
, 

NO MATERIAL uses COLOR DENSITY CONSISTENCY STRENGTH WEATHERING 
Ai lA' _:.1j/:1//- CLlt' CL ?LII£. 6 r ::r - IvtF/;I::)14 >7/;'P - -, ." 

, 

- I f-r ~,-::- i"",,1.·1 Ii:; t7fY.I/~r ~tlJ - - wrA t.:. H IG L~r lJ.£/.-r~~ :;/ 

FACE CLASSIFICATION 
SOIL ROCK -

FIRM RUNNING WELL BEDDED MASSIVE 
RAVELING FLOWING JOINTED BLOCKY 
SQUEEZING SWELLING SHEARED WATER 

MOISTURE 
,A.//)!~/ 

tl,,10 !';--r 



CONTRACT 

8251 
PARSONS - DILLINGHAM 

GEOTECHNICAL TUNNEL HEADING REPORT 

DATE: 

HEADING: 

STATION: 

RING NO: 

~TIME: 
VERMONT - Al 

'I~o+75 

ito 

.-

/~o5 

PHOTOGRAPH NO: _____ _ 

SOIL I ROCK SAMPLE NO: ___ _ 

~:~ 
\ : I : 

\ I " ! 
\ I I 

\\ LtJtl / 1 ,'/ 
\ I I 
\ I I 
\ I I 

"~. 'I,' 
" : '. I I 1 . "" 

" .... , '\:,' ; .' .-/,,>-
", . \ ;,' .,' '-';, .. :~.----:- --.I: _ -","''''.:.r 

i '" "I" ",,.' ! '~( ',~~ 

-- -- ; I \ _------~-~ 
-----------~-- " " ----------_ .. _--_.-

INSPECTOR: -1.=..;..8'---__ 
HARD ROCK IN - RING #: 

HARD ROCK OUT - RING #: ___ _ i- '- -- ,--

GPR SURVEY RING #: _____ _ / 
: 

" ROCK SPLITTER USED: _____ _ 
. : ~ : . \ 

SLOWER PROGRESS: _____ _ 

GROUNDWATER INFLOW GPM: _L..~) _ 
WI :: :,:,. co{ta,:,V/~~ ? 

i ~/ 
\----- ____ - _____ -----::::::0--..:::----.-.. - .... --.. --.--

·K; At tt (' .T>/~ 
: :' / i 
~ : . ~ '---- ---_. __ .. _ ... 

GAS TESTING: _______ _ 

COMMENTS:-/+-((jdf/j(.,A1 /CO( (Ul(,/A;I/ -
i I 

,-I/~.I){ ( htAr1!6(.6D PttG/v~ F;~ 

SCALE 1· - 5' 

d/fldk::I/::.· /5 ~CL?))I w- .~/..v 
~~t7? ;2 7 0.-1 / ; Jr1' ( \ ~<L) /-5-:; 
~I.·.I=-;.L, /J~ ~A,fA 5£ Ef1i.Gb 

CQr / UV I/.'.! / :5 d/C)J'7 (' y ~~I)~-(;/ &&.,1/ f>~.v~ 

SOil I ROCK PROPERTIES 
NO MATERIAL USCS COLOR DENSITY CONSISTENCY STRENGTH WEATHERING 

FACE CLASSIFICATION 
SOIL ROCK 

FIRM RUNNING WELL BEDDED MASSIVE 
RAVELING FLOWING JOINTED BLOCKY 
SQUEEZING SWEi..LlNG SHEARED WATER 

MOISTURE 

I.. 



CONTRACT 

8251 
PARSONS - DILLINGHAM 

GEOTECHNICAL TUNNEl' HEADING REPORT 

51 LrlY';; TIME: 3: I 6 
I 

DATE: 

HEADING: HOU YWOOD - Al 

STATlON: 4L/O+?~ 

RING NO: '1.b ~ 
PHOTOGRAPH NO: _____ _ 

SOIL J ROCK SAMPLE NO: ___ _ 

INSPECTOR: '> J B 
HARD ROCK IN - RING #: 

HARD ROCK OUT - RING #: ___ _ 

GPR SURVEY RING #: ------
ROCK SPUTTER USED: _____ _ 

SLOWER PROGRESS: ------
GROUNDWATER INFLOW GPM: ~ I ---
GAS TESTING: ____ ~ __ _ 

":OMMENTS: AI....t-u IJJU!'1 / (ofitAl/l/A,.+? P 
A{tul/JiA)? I~ ~1-I(C/J !?fJ)D"SP 

, 
!.'\, /1 

I I i , , I! 

i v / ! 
i~/', , ; 
l , I ! 

i \ Q~) /! 
I \ " - i ...... ;, " i ........ j ~\ I! 

131ow» C( <1)' J ret. \ ~rF c/l1O/>~-
; ) 

No -,.. I/J Yr;.lt;:) I LO«/'(1/ ItrM ; 5 
; 

SCALE 1· -= 5' 

~:'N/ GI( 6c-v M a/'iV:/J /1//;11 

I.((Rr-G'w~t!. t3&~Qijt.t::' - CiA'! !C(\ 

SOil I ROCK PROPERTIES 

/ 

, 
i 
i 

_~i 

! 

/ 

NO MATERIAL USCS COLOR DENSITY CONSISTENCY STRENGTH WEATHERING MOISTURE 

FACE CLASSIFIC A nON 
SOIL ROCK 

FIRM RUNNING WELL BEDDED MASSIVE 
RAVELING R..OWING JOINTED BLOCKY 
SQUEEZING SWELLING SHEARED WATER 



( 

DATE: 

CONTRACT 

8251 

.-

Cf-'O-~1 TIME: 81 & 

PARSONS - DILLINGHAM 
GEOTECHNICAL TUNNEL HEADING REPORT 

HEADING: VERMONT - AL z,.l fc;>:) ~ 
43~"'" 8:1 ~ c.,,>ft~~ STATION: 

RING NO: 471 
PHOTOGRAPH NO: ______ _ 

SOIL I ROCK SAMPLE NO: ____ _ 

INSPECTOR: EL LJ:~ 
HARD ROCK IN - RING #: 

HARD ROCK OUT - RING #: _____ _ 

GPR SURVEY RING #: _____ _ 

ROCK SPLITTER USED: _____ _ 

SLOWER PROGRESS: _____ _ 
~-_-.. ___ -----------.-.-.-.. -.--.-..... -o ... - .. 

GROUNDWATER INFLOW GPM: __ _ 

GAS TESTING: ________ _ 

COMMENTS: _________ _ 

A,. BeJJ~-b B (Q~" C L.& '\ 
, PI'; J I [or 
I.-OI.J . "~~I~'~-)) Me vV'- ~(I .-

(''''~e.l ;~ , I">Q' '. f-.- . Thee.. "'~ SCALE 1· ... 5' 

r 

Cv~j..c.. ,#0."" ! 0 ~,.? c..~.;"" C k.") 0 J w € ,.)-L er~J 
, I 

I 

. 
SOIL I ROCK PROPERTIES 

, 

NO MATERIAL USCS COLOR DENSITY CONSISTENCY STRENGTH WEATHERING MOISTURE 

A- C. '-A\\" -' ~J'bIf'\ f...(>J I;"" .~~ ,fJ. -'- '-
.~ c..c .a 1/ .., If I ~"" (e- L.t ~/~J'\ /'l~JI.i~ iJd~t -

- FACE CLASSIFICATION 

(SOIV ROCK 
n~.l. - RUNNING WELL BEDDED MASSIVE -RAVELING '\ FLOWING JOINTED BLOCKY 

~UlTEF71NG SWELLING SHEARED WATER -



CONTRACT 

8251 
PARSONS - DILLINGHAM 

GEOTECHNICAL TUNNEL HEADING REPORT 

.-

DATE: '1-10-43 TIME: I z. z ~ 
HEADING: VERMONT - AL 

\ I : 
\ , ! , , 
, ~' 

~ " \ I , , 

STATION: ~3J-t 5~ 
RING NO: £17 Cj 
PHOTOGRAPH NO: ______ _ 

SOIL / ROCK SAMPLE NO: -----
INSPECTOR: '£ (' I c, 

HARD ROCK IN - RING #: 

HARD ROCK OUT - RING #: ____ _ 

\ I 

\ ,/ ~ 
''', \ C~}( , k ~ \\,(!)7 ,,," ~ """,;;-'-

" . '" 
. "~'" ,;~ --:- .... _':, / .. ~,' ~ d'" 

-' .....-'-- ~ ',,' ~'"",: 
... ; "J' : ',,.": 

:-~-------- ! / : \; ------ ---

I ____ --_--_-~---=-.... I ---. I, _-- .. --------;-....::::-_ •. _ .•. -
, 

GPR SURVEY RING #: _____ _ 

ROCK SPUTTER USED: _____ _ 

SLOWER PROGRESS: _____ _ 

GROUNDWATER INFLOW GPM: __ _ 

GAS TESTING: ________ _ 

COMMENTS: ____ -----

SCALE 1· .. S· 

I , 

-e/....(t..' ~!: .,; . ..., 
• I 

r'fo. 0 I ') 'v-
) ..; 

, 

.I V 

SOIL I ROCK PROPERTIES 
NO MATERIAL USCS COLOR DENSITY CONSISTENCY STRENGTH WEATHERING MOISTURE 

R (V·rd "''', ',~ - _r.'J;~ 

..--::=::.. FACE CLASSIFICATION 
( SOIL ') ROCK 

. ....-- ',,-~NNING WELL BEDDED MASSIVE ~ -..---. 
RAVELING ~ FLOWING JOINTED BLOCKY 
~,~~~ 

.... ---_ ..... 'IIU SWELLING , SHEARED WATER 



CONTRACT 

8251 
PARSONS - DILLINGHAM 

GEOTECHNICAL TUNNEL HEADING REPORT 

.-

DATE: Cf -10-'1.> TIME: \ t.12 :l 
HEADING: VERMONT - AL 

STATION: 434~ jCJ 

RING NO: t-fB~ 
PHOTOGRAPH NO: ______ _ 

SOIL I ROCK SAMPLE NO: ____ _ 

INSPECTOR: ,£\l~ 

HARD ROCK IN - RING It: 

C II : . 
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INTRODUCTION 

On June 23, 1995, Mr. George Morschauser of Parsons-Dillingham contacted Engineering 
Systems Inc. (ESI) regarding the L.A. Metro Red Line tunnel collapse. ESI was requested to 
assist in the metallurgical investigation of a fractured water main that was near the collapse site. 
ESI was specifically asked to inspect and document the present condition of the pipe, develop a 
testing protocol to obtain the mechanical and metallurgical properties of the water main materials, 
and in conjunction with Failure Analysis Associates, Inc. (FaAA) conduct the mechanical testing. 

BACKGROUND 

A site inspection was conducted by ESI on June 25 and 26, 1995 at the construction site near 
Hollywood Boulevard and Barendo Avenue, Los Angeles, California. Mr. Donald Miner of 
Parsons-Dillingham provided ESI with background information regarding the tunneling activities 
near the point of collapse. Additionally, ESI was provided with a DAMES & MOORE report 
dated June 25, 1995, regarding the geotechnical evaluation of the subject area. The following 
contains observations of the subject pipe and appurtenances, the testing protocol, mechanical 
testing results, and the metallurgical evaluation of the subject pipe sections. 

DOCUMENTATION & OBSERVATIONS 

The tunnel collapse and subsequent sink hole developed on June 22, 1995. Shortly before the 
collapse, workers observed crown movement in the AL tunnel and water infiltrating through the 
tunnel. It was reported that the sink hole suddenly opened, resulting in a 40 feet by 60 feet by 
10 feet deep hole. The final size of the hole was approximately 65 feet by 80 feet by 60 feet deep. 
Parsons-Dillingham was able to retrieve several sections of a 10-inch main with a valve and fire 
hydrant appurtenance. A total length of approximately 30' of pipe was recovered, which is 
roughly half of the pipe length that would have been affected by the sink hole. The following 
items were recovered: 

1. 10" diameter, 13'-4" length of pipe. Photograph 1, segments C and D. 
2. 10" diameter, 16' length of pipe with valve. Photograph 2, segments A and B. 
3. 6" diameter, 9'-3" length of pipe, valve to hydrant pipe. Photograph 3. 
4. Hydrant with vertical riser and 90 elbow. Photograph 4. 
5. Two tie-rods connecting the hydrant to the valve. Photograph 5. 

Obsen'ations 
In general, the 10" diameter pipeline appeared to be a cast iron pipe with IA" lining of a cement 
type material (Photograph 6). The inner and outer surfaces were coated with a bituminous 
material. The hydrant valve body and adjoining pipe appeared to have been fixed in a concrete 
thrust block, based on the appearance of concrete around the valve and adjoining pipe (Photograph 
7). The 6" line was also coated with a bituminous material and contained a cement lining. 
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Based on observations of the collapse area, it appears the pipe segments A and B most likely were 
located near the AL 465 + 00 mark. Three water service connections to the 4830/4852 
Hollywood Blvd. addresses were found. Distance measurements between these connections 
correspond with the spacing of the taps in the water main pipe. With the hydrant approximately 
at AL 465 +09, (approximately 9' east of the corner of the building) the hydrant would have been 
located within the perimeter of the sink hole. Photographs 8 and 9 and Figure 1 show the 
subject area, including the general location where pipe segments A and B were located, as well 
as the remaining water service lines to tap connections TI, T2 and T3. As mentioned previously, 
the location of the pipe segments C and D could not be determined. 

The following are observations made at the time of the site inspection and during further 
inspections at FaAA on September 20, 27, and 28, 1995. 

10" diameter, 13'-4" length of pipe 
This section of pipe contained a full 12' length of pipe with bell and spigotends, pipe segment 
C, joined to the bell end of a 1 '-4" length of pipe, pipe segment D. Around this joint, outside the 
gasket area, was placed a cement type material (Photograph 10). Pipe fractures occurred just 
past the bell area of the smaller pipe section, pipe segment D, and in the bell area of pipe segn1ent 
C, Photographs 10 and 11, respectively. No evidence existed indicating the position of the pipe 
section at the time the sinkhole developed, i.e. the top and bottom position. Additionally, the 
position of this pipe section with respect to the subject area sink hole could not been determined. 

10" diameter, 16' length of pjpe with yalye and tee to hydrant 
The 16' length of pipe contained two pipe segments A and B and a valve body with a 6" tee 
connection (Photograph 2). A 6" lateral line connected the main to a fire hydrant riser. The 
position of the valve was approximately at the mid length of the 16' pipe section and was 
contained in segment B. Photograph 12 shows the fractured end of pipe segment A. Note the 
crack path was jagged along half of the diameter (red arrow) and relatively smooth along the other 
half (black arrow). The opposing end of the pipe segment A, a bell end, remained joined within 
a spigot end of 10' section pipe segment B. Literaturel states, the tension side of a cast iron 
specimen under a bending stress will exhibit a rough or irregular type fracture surface. 
Conversely, the compression side is relatively smooth and straight. Based on the literature it 
appears the top side of pipe segment A would be in compression and the bottom side in tension 
(photograph 12). (Note Photograph 12 should be rotated 90° clockwise for proper orientation.) 

The fractured end of the 10' pipe segment B is shown in Photograph 13. This spigot end 
fractured within the bell section of an adjoining pipe. The relative movement of the two sections 
could not be determined based on the fracture appearance. 

lGordon \\T. Powell, Shu-hong Chen, Carroll E. Mobley, Jr., A Fractography Atlas of Casting 
Allm:s, Battelle Press, Ohio, 1992. 
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Three service taps were observed along the side of the pipe. Looking from the fractured end of 
segment A, the service taps were between the 2 and 3 o'clock position. Two 11/2" taps (Tl and 
TI) were approximately 7' and 6' away from the hydrant valve, respectively. AI" tap (T3) was 
approximately 4' from the valve. Photograph 14 shows the taps. 

T3 appears to contain a fractured copper connection that was threaded into the pipe (Photographs 
15 and 16). The fracture occurred at the outer diameter of the 10" pipe and the surface appeared 
relatively fresh. The fracture pattern indicates the fracture occurred due to a bending load, 

. possibly combined with direct tension. The chevron pattern points (arrows, Photograph 16), to 
the origin of the fracture to be along the lower side of the tap with the fracture propagating toward 
the upper side of the tap. A thin cement paste existed on the inner diameter of the hole, indicating 
the connection was made before the cement lining operation (photograph 17). Reviewof DWP 
drawing, Figure 1, indicates the cement lining operation was completed on or before April 22, 
1991. 

The 11/2" taps, T1 and T2, were drilled and tapped to produce a threaded connection. The fittings 
and pipe segments that connected to these taps were not recovered. The pipe material adjacent 
to T2 was fractured in several areas (Photographs 18 and 19). A 21h" long by 2" wide piece of 
pipe material next to the tap which contained a 45-degree radial segment of threading was 
completely fractured from the pipe (Photograph 20). The threads contained in this piece were 
relatively intact, without significant signs of rusting or mechanical deformation. The height of 
the remaining threads appeared to have been greatly reduced (Photographs 21 and 22). Based on 
the deformation pattern it appears the tap was bent about the longitudinal axis of the 10" pipe. 
The upper threads of the tap were pulled outwardly until the pipe fractured, resulting in the lower 
threads, (the compression side of the tap), remaining intact. 

The JI/2" tap T1 was similar in construction to the adjacent tap T2 (Photograph 23). Fracturing 
of the pipe around the hole was not observed. However, the thread height was reduced over most 
of the inner diameter of the hole (photograph 24). A cross section of material containing the pipe 
threads was cut out. Examination of this section revealed that the threads were mechanically 
deformed. Photographs 25 and 26 show the threads. It appears the threads of the tap pulled out 
of the 10" pipe connection, resulting in the deformation of the pipe thread with possible remnants 
of the service tap threads in the pipe thread's roots as shown in Photograph 27. 

The cross-section of threads was examined in an scanning electron microscope (SEM). The 
examination revealed the direction of the deformation pattern was from the inner to the outer 
diameter. Photograph 28 shows the middle threads. Note the direction of the deformation 
pattern. Once again the deformation pattern indicated the tap was bent about the longitudinal axis 
of the 10" pipe with the upper threads of the tap being pulled outwardly until the tap pulled out 
resulting in the lower threads, (the compression side of the tap), remaining intact. 
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In summary, Figure 2 shows a schematic of pipe segment A and its position relative to the tap 
connections and fITe hydrant. The directions of fracture of the taps and the tension/compression 
side of the fractured spigot end are indicated on this figure. 

6" diameter. 9'-3" length of pipe, valve to hydrant pipe 
No obvious signs of distress were observed in this pipe section. Both ends of the pipe were spigot 
ends that fit into the valve and elbow bells. 

Hydrant ,vith vertical riser and 90 elbow 
The hydrant and riser section appeared to be free of distress. Based on the measured riser height, 
the bottom of the hydrant was approximately 3 feet above the centerline of the 6" diameter lateral 
pipe. 

Two tie-rods connecting hydrant to valve 
The tie rods and collars were found connected to the valve base and hydrant riser elbow. The 
tie-rods are currently bent and twisted most likely due to the collapse and recovery of the pipe 
segments. The bolted connections were observed to be relatively free from corrosion at the collar 
areas. However, the tie rods were observed to be moderately corroded at their mid point. 
Approximately 25-30% of the rod's cross section was reduced due to corrosion. It should be 
noted that the tie-rod diameter did not appear to have necked down due to the material yielding 
in the corroded areas. 

l\IETALLURGICAL ANALYSIS 

Mechanjcal Test Protocol and Results 
A total of nine tensile and nine Talbot Strip samples were obtained from pipe segments. Three 
strips approximately 3 inch wide by 12 inch long strips were taken from pipe segments A, B, and 
C. Photographs 29 through 31 show the locations where each of the strips were obtained. Note 
that the pipe segment A samples were marked Tl, T2, and T3, corresponding to areas adjacent 
to tap locations 1 through 3. The other samples were obtained near the fractured ends of the 
respective pieces and labeled according to the corresponding pipe segment, i.e. B1, B2, B3, Cl, 
C2, C3. 

Both tensile and Talbot strip testing were conducted since ESI and FaAA were interested in 
different testing methods. Based on modem day American Water Works Association (A WW A) 
specifications, ESI requested that Talbot strips be used to determine the mechanical properties of 
the 10" cast iron water main. Appendix I contains the forward from A WW A C 1 08-75, Cast-Iron 
Pipe Centrifugally Cast in Sand-Lined Molds, For Water or Other Liquids. The forward pertains 
to the history of the specification regarding the significant changes in the spec that have occurred 
over time. In the original standard AWWA CIOO-08 adopted in 1908, an acceptable method to 
determine the mechanical properties of the cast iron was to perform tensile tests. However, 
section II -Acceptance Tests of the forward states that in the 1940's it was found: 
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"Correlations of the data showed that the Talbot strip modulus of 
rupture and secant modulus of elasticity values and the test bar load 
and deflection values specified in this standard represent acceptable 
pipe which meet the design burst and ring strengths." 

Based on these A WW A findings, ESI determined the Talbot test would provide the best test 
method available to determine the condition of the pipe as it existed at the time the sink hole 
developed. 

DWP indicated that the pipe most likely was pit cast in the early 1900's. Based on this 
infonnation, the required modulus of rupture would be 30,000 psi and the modulus of elasticity 
should be no greater than 10,000,000 psi, based on AWWA CI02-53, Cast Iron Pit Cast Pipe 
for Water or Other Liquids (Appendix IT). This edition of the standard specifies the requirements 
for Talbot strip testing and how to determine the mechanical properties from the test results. 
Photographs 32 and 33 show Talbot strip test set-up at FaAA in Los Angeles, California. The test 
were run using an MTS load frame and electronics system. 

Test results indicate the tested pipe segments, for all practical purposes, meet the minimum 
modulus of rupture and maximum secant modulus of elasticity requirements as shown in Table 
1. Pipe segment C had two of three modulus of rupture values slightly below the 30,000 psi 
minimum. 

Inspection of a C3 fracture surface revealed that the pipe wall thickness was reduced slightly in 
some areas due to local corrosion. Photographs 34 and 35 show sample C3, which exhibit local 
corrosion of the outer diameter. This sample actually broke outside the middle one-third length 
of the bar, therefore is not valid. A WW A standard requires that results be based on sound 
material samples and requires a re-test. This, of course, is for new materials and no guideline is 
given for materials that have been in service for a considerable time. C2, which broke 
approximately at the point of loading, and Cl, which broke within the mid section, were valid 
tests and from an engineering perspective, the samples have retained their mechanical integrity 
and would most likely meet the original design conditions. 

Table 2 shows the results of the tensile testing. A minimum 20,000 psi tensile strength is required 
according to A WW A C 1 00-08. Note that each pipe segment had at least one sample that did not 
meet the minimum required tensile strength. The low value of Bl can be attributed to machining 
marks observed on the shoulder of the specimen. Segment C test results are lower than the 
required tensile strength. Considering the minimum tensile strength value is 85 % of the required 
and given the age of the pipe, it is ESI' s opinion, as stated previously, that the pipe has retained 
its mechanical integrity. 
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Physical Metallurgy Eyaluation 
A portion from each pipe segment A, B, and C were analyzed to determine their chemical 
constituents. Table 3 shows the results that indicates the pipe chemistry is consistent with gray 
cast iron. A microstructural analysis found the microstructure was also consistent with a gray cast 
iron material. Photograph 36 shows the typical observed microstructure from pipe segment A at 
Tl. No abnormal inclusions or significant corrosion was observed in any cross section that would 
have abnormally affected the mechanical integrity of the cast iron pipe. 

CONCWSIONS 

The following can be stated with respect to the field and laboratory observations: 

1. Two sections of pipe containing four segments of pipe were inspected. 
Fracture surfaces were observed and fracture directions were documented 
when possible. 

2. Pipe segment B contained a valve which fed a fire hydrant appurtenance. 
Segment A contained three service taps. Based on these observations, the 
position of the fire hydrant valve on pipe segment B was determined to be 
at approximately AL 465 +09, (approximately 9' east of the corner of the 
building located at 4830/4852 Hollywood Blvd). 

The following can be concluded regarding the metallurgical analysis: 

1. The 10" pipe line was determined to be a gray cast iron most likely 
produced using a pit casing method. 

2. The Talbot strip testing concluded that the modulus of rupture and secant 
modulus of elasticity of at least one sample of each pipe segment met the 
minimum requirements of A WW A. Pipe segment C had two values below 
the minimum requirement due to localized corrosion. However, the values 
were not significantly below the required minimums and the extent of 
corrosion was minimal. Therefore, these factors would not have affected 
the overall mechanical integrity of the pipe segment. All samples from 
pipe segments A and B met the minimum modulus of rupture and maximum 
secant modulus of elasticity. 

3. Tensile testing yielded the same basic trends in results as the Talbot testing. 
Segment C did not met the minimum requirements, but the results were not 
significantly lower than the required minimum required tensile strength 
given the materials age. 
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-Respectfully submitted, 

;=[;2,J4 -()0/11~~ 
Daniel A. Wojnows", Ph.D., P.E. 
Project Manager 

Reviewed by, 

/il. k. it)ilLJ~~;J~.~1 
~. Wilkinson, P.E. 

Manager, Mechanical Engineering 

/jif 
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